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NOTE OF TRANSMITTAL
This economic analysis of Standard Interface Modules (SIM)
for use with the Multi-Mission Spacecraft (MMS) was performed
for NASA by ECON, Inc. under Contract No. NASW-2558. The Tech-
Ihical Officer for this study was Mr. Rondal Crawford of NASA
Headquarters. ECON, Inc. was assisted in this study-by Kaman
Sciences Corporation. The study evaluates the cost savings
that could be obtained by the use of SIM to perform certain
sensor electrical interfacing functions that have historically
been an integral part of the sensor.
The study concludes that reduction in both the nonrecurring
and recurring costs of this sensor interface hardware could be
achieved through the use of SIM, and that the development and
use of certain power conditioning and data handling SIM units
is'economically justified. An important conclusion of this
study is that greater cost savings could be realized by the
extension of the SIM concept to the planned Spacelab missions,
and that further study of the use of SIM in those manned
missions is warranted.
The analysis of the sensor interface functions for the NIMS
missions was performed by Mr. Samuel Russell of ECON, Inc. Mr.
Noel Becar of Kaman-Sciences Corporation was responsible for
the selection of functions to be standardized, and the develop-
ment of the physical characteristics of the selected SIM. The
costing and economic analysis was performed by Mr. Joel Greenberg
of ECON, Inc. The RCA PRICE cost estimating program was used
by ECON, Inc. to estimate the costs of both the SIM and integral
design concept hardware.i
The principal authors of this report were Mr. Joel Greenberg,
Mr. B.P. Miller and Mr. Samuel Russell of ECON, Inc., and Mr.
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8.1 PRICE Input Data Definitions
The PRICE method of cost computation uses a computer-
ized mathematical model which can determine hardware de-
velopment and production costs based upon relatively simple
descriptions of the hardware and program elements. The
algorithms used are based upon a large collection of his
-torical data and are applicable for cost predictions of a
wide assortment of equipment types. 	 .M.
The data needed to describe the hardware are used to
establish the fundamental characteristics upon which cost
is most dependent, namely, the complexity of the device
and how much hardware of this complexity is to be developed
and produced. Additional information is required on the 9
schedule, previous hardware experience and environmental
considerations, all of which are combined and interrelated
to assess the total costs. 	 I
Examples of typical data sheets in the completed form
are shown in Sections 8.2 and 8.3, along with the output
data sheets. The following list establishes the meaning
f the input and output terminology which appears in these
sections. Numerical values used in the PRICE program to
characterize the input variables are derided using the RCA
OIRICE User's Reference Manual.
Parameter	 Explanation
`	 General Data:
ITEM	 Name of unit.
OTY	 Quantity of production units, exclusive
of prototypes and engineering models.
PROTOS Quantity of working and tested prototypes,
exclusive of engineering models, exclusive
of breadboard models.
'	 WT	 Total weight of the unit (pounds).
s






VOL Total volume of the unit (cubic feet).
MODE Type of device being described, e.g.,
electromechanical	 (Mode 1),
mechanical only	 (Mode 2),
GFE	 (Mode 4),
purchased unit	 (Mode 3).
QTY SYS Quantity of production units used per sys-
tem at next higher assembly level.
INTEGE Level of electrical integration tasks re-
quired at the next higher assembly level,
e.g.,




c.	 input/output data plus calibration or
tuning,
d.	 (c) plus parts selection, replacement,
corrections.
INTEGS Level of mechanical integration tasks re,-
quired at the next higher assembly level,
a.	 one plane mounting,
b.	 two or more plane mounting,
c.	 drill at assembly,
d.	 considerable machining and selective
fit at assembly.
AMULTE Mark-up of engineering direct costs to
selling costs.
AMULTM Mark-up of manufacturing direct costs to
selling costs.
Mechanical/Structural Data:
WS Weight of the mechanical portion of the
unit, e.g., enclosure, connectors, brackets,
etc.	 (pounds).
MCPLXS Coefficient for manufacturing complexity
for mechanical portion of unit.
PRODS Variable that defines mechanical produci-






Magnitude of unique, conceptual mechani-
cal design required for the unit.
DESRPS Percentage of repetitiveness or redundancy
contained in the mechanical design.
Electronics Data::
USEVOL Percentage of the unit volume occupied by
electronics.	 Total volume and empty space,
or space occupied by the mechanical por-
tion of the unit is subtracted.
MCPLXE Coefficient for manufacturing complexity
for electrical portion of unit.
PRODE Variable defining electrical producibility
of the unit.
NEWEL Magnitude of unique conceptual electrical
design expressed in terms of percentage of
design to be accomplished.
DESRPS Percentage of repetitiveness or redundancy
contained in the electrical design.




PWRFAC Class of power-dissipating components used
in the unit.	 Reference table required for
description of component power classes.
CMPEFF Not used.,
Engineering_ Data:
ENMTHS Month of year engineering effort starts.
ENMTHP Elapsed number of months required to com-





ENMTHT Elapsed number of months required to com-
plete the engineering scope of work.
ECMPLX Variable describing the overall engineer-
ing complexity of the unit related to




PRMTHS Number of months from start of year to
start of production.
PRMTHF Number of months from start of year to
end of production.




YEAR Calendar year in which effort begins.
ESC Economic escalation to be applied to effort.
PROJCT Level of project management expected during
engineering effort (1 = typical).
DATA Relative magnitude of engineering data
generation requirements expected on the
program (1 = typical).
TLGTST Relative magnitude of tooling and test
equipment needed to support engineering
(1 = typical).
PLTFM Variable relating reliability and testing
requirements (2 = space application).
SYSTEM Relative magnitude of system engineering
effort required during effort (1 = typical).
a*- ':
WIODd1 LaLa tVUULlnUeu/
PPROJ	 Level of project management expected dur-
ing production phase of effort (1 = typical).
PDATA	 Relative magnitude of production data re-
quired on the program (1 = typical).
PTLGTS	 Relative magnitude of tooling and test
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.. ! 'Lt=tTFt'1	 L a t=1' it 1	 :1'i'•^TEt'1 1. E:iE t^_t	 F'F'	 r^^ _i i .1=tt3 ►=1	 PIItiT!=i 1. ^ u' 0 PTLGT'_^ 1,	 O
SPF ^r1aF.At'i COST DEVELOPMENTI	^ C . EL Ft't tt PRODUCT I ONA ^TOTAL C SCOST
EI-IG I I IEEE: I NG
DRAFTING 1. :1It, 11. a
DATA 3
3'_t_ T151"AL I:Et- IG:I
PRODUCT I ON 9. 252-3,
F'F:rJTOT PE tom. '_1. ,7
TOOL-TEST E  2.
_,I t_,71:iTAL 1: t'IFI:; i , • ='r;r,r^., 1 `' ,
0. 030 AlaCO T 53, 11	 T'IITAL At.) PPOD COS T ?, 122 LC Rt.IE 13.'2400
I-IT!	 . ;'O1_I ECNE 0 .099	 E1=:t•I'= 0.0 _ J 7ESPPE 0.500 DE =_ PPS 0.200




2 . , •_ ^ r I IEEE 115. 714	 : t iF' I D 11 F PP ODE  Ii •. cE t'i _F L:•E
x PI.tF:	 ;'.	 1;^1_i	 1~t'1Pt^T'3 _^. F`IiF:FHr_ r_t;:300 1_:MPEFF--26.5511
k
SC I- ED ILE:_k Et It ITH 1	 1. 1_ 0f.-L, ENNTHP 4. U7,0 1 ENMTHT	 5.1_i00 E1=t-IPL, ; 0. i r_Ir_ PF't-IF 0.0517 
PPPITH:3	 5. 000  PRNTHF 29.00 0 AUER. PROD FATE PER MONTH 12 • :?7-10.
COST RANGES "lEI:IEL! PMEhIT PRODUCTION TOTAL COS T
OR





H T GI-1 r:OLTAGE PONEP S PPL..i. 8.,.26.;.76 y
{
INPUT -JFiTA
Q T 7	 l,' l .	 PPOTOS Z. 0HT =!. 200 r . ! lyrL 0.1:-- ^ t^1^ r:,E i
i .
	
I NTEGE i_i , 500	 I t•1TEr: S 0.5100 ANUL T E 1=1t° ULTM 130 . 007%
MECH,, 	TI*'i Ir_ T
WS	 0. 4 t_ir:•.i MCP LXS 0 .0	 . PRODS 5. _ P30 HEl!_,T 0.500 DE _,P.P S 0.200
ELECTRON I CS
USE I. OL	 0, 850 0. r•_i	 PRODE 4.3 00 NEWEL r_i . 1._ 0 DE. P.F E 0.500
Ftdp 	2. t_tt_ 0 iMPNT =; 0. CMP I D 0.0 PMR'FA!_ 0.300 l=MPEFF t_i
ENG I HEEF: I Pala
EMMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP 9.0 Et• MTHT 11.0 El=MPL:> 0.400 PRNF Q. 0
PPOD! ACT I Crt•I
d
._	 i 	 GFt*.t^1TH•=;	 11, ^i	 ,	 !^'t^IT!-IF •_.ee	 t.:^•_^. _i	 U:: ►_!F':!:rE ^=r. F^^ EI=:PIE !^_, ^^ Ei:L1: i^. ^_i
!;LO AL
YEAR	 1973. E:=C 0.0 ' F'RO ICT 1.000 DATA 1. 000 TLGT T 1.000
PLATFPI	 2 .000  :1't' TEM 1. 000 PP'ROJ 1. 000 PDATA 1.000 PTLGT'_ 1. 00
F'ROGRAM COST DEI)ZL OMEN T PRODUCTION TOTAL SSTCO
'	 ENG I NEER I NG
DRAFT I NG ltyi 1-'








 ON . 1392. 1 _= :a..	 1
TOOL-TEST EQ 5 t .C4
--
TOTAL COST IT-72.
r.,4_rL	 lei. 0_,5	 H!_rr_.i ST -+. ;7 TOTAL A l) PROD COST 11.15 L! :^ iF .IE 0.y ? 11
lJT	 3.200 Es:.P1E . .^	 S0.. ^i^^^_	 E^^t^1-, ^.:^	 ^_i,:..i..	 .:^iE^^FFE r^_i.._^^_ir_i ..IrEc:F^F.^ 0.200
PIECH:•'' TF;UCT
.	 tdL,	 0.400 WSCF 11.429 ME CID 0.0 PRODS 5.300 7,	 ,
ELECTRONICS
WE	 ^. _,raE	 tdECF :='	 . 118	 !_: p1F'I	 r ^i, ^.^ PF^Cri^E .'.. _,^.^sj t^G PL .E ;I^, 8_a,
KIP	 2.000 CPlPNTS 7. PWRFA.: 0.300 Ct,IPEFF-514.	 19
SCHEDULES
ENMTH'_	 - 1. 0k.0 EI-11-1THP 9. 000 ENNTHT 11. 000 Er=: IPL."' 0.400 PE: •1F 0. 11 _^	 1
PRMTH-8
	
11.000 PRMTHF 35.000 AVER. PROD PATE PER MONTH 5-. 3 75
r.:0ST F!At-1GE'3 DEVELOPMEt1T PRODUCTION  TOTAL COST r 1
F►_ILSE F'OWEF: :,,CIF .FLY 8/26/76 3







	 2.0 WT	 CIO UOL	 0. 100 NODE	 1.
1. INTEGE R_+. 5,E+0 1NTEGS 0.500 R) •'1^ ILTE V-30.00% i=1t' ULTt'1
MECH: ' =,'l RUCT
^aS	 21 . 000 MCFL.••,._ 0.0 	 PRODS	 5.. 200 t'1Etd.::T	 0.500 DE:F.F•_	 0.200	 f
Et.ECTP N I C'?
U EVOL 0. 700  PICPLXE 0.0 F'F`ODE xi . 200 NEWEL	 0.050 DESPPE 0.500
PWR	 :I;ki y G_it_ 0 i :t°iPNT S	 0. CNP I D	 Vii . 0	 Pt IPFHC:	 0.3CIO CHPEFF	 0.1"3
ENGINEEF: ING
ENNTHS	 1.0 ENNTHF'	 7.0 Et'1t'1THT	 9.0 EC:MF'L ;	 0.200 F'PNF	 0. I LI
PRODUCT i ON
PRNTHS	 9.0 PRMTHF	 33. 0 LC:CIR I :IE 0 .0	 ECNE	 0.0	 EC:t• G	 0.0
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC	 0. 0 % F'lT:C1._IC f 1.000 DATA	 1.000  TLGT ST	 1.000
F'LATFM'•	 SYSTEM`..t _i ►J 1 ^ • , Et1 1.414+4+ F'F'RC1LI 	 1. 000 F'IIHTH	 1.000  F'TLGTS	 1100
PROGF:AH COST	 DEVELOPMENT	 PRODUCTION	 TOTAL COST
ENG I ['•IEEE: T_ NG
DRAFT I NG1	 21.
DES I GN 	 50.	 319
SYSTEMS	 0.
_1HTt=t
Mrit'll. iFHC_ TURI NG
PROTOTYPE 1,41::. '=t y ; F_^_'
TOOL -TEST ER"!
:_;IJ :TOTAL f MFG) 1 r_i-a , 1 5731
TOTAL COST 1 1-:1  1_31 . 2i221
1 h L	 0. 1'-:0 AOCO T 22. ! 1 TOJTAL A0 PRO.:.' COST 12".' t LC:I-IP(.JE	 E_+.: 05
4tT 9.000 ECNE 0.005 Et,:t• S 0.036 DE _ RPE 0.500 _;E:_ PRS	 i_i , 200
MEC:H,, =QTR t.IC:T
W1	 2. 000 b1: CF' _ 41 000L	 n it'1E1_ I^ . FF:^J -1:141. L. r,tr_:F'L':''._:	 1 _,'^!	 f"	 t
ELECTRON I CS
WE	 7. 000 WECF 100.000 CPIF' ID 0.0 PPODE 4. 200 t'U: PU'..."E	 7
PtltF: 	 , t_1 4141 C:t'1F't'^Tr: 111. F't-IPFAC 0.: ^_ 0 C :NPEFF-1:^. 02
y,CHEDIJL.E 1
EMMTH:-:	 1. s=+ ►_141 ENMTHP 7. ^_^00 Et'1MTHT	 :=^.1:+Cry+ EC:t'IF'L,; ^_i y ;^^_+^_1 F'F.('1F	 0.117   
F'PMTH_-:	 ':+. 000 PRMTHF 33.000 AVER. PROD RATE PEP MC1NTH : ,. 5.42
COT FAt• GE:3 DEOELOPMENT F'R^. DU TIOI-I TOTAL COST 
CENTER 130. 2122. 2260.
i .
t'
I L_l f i l ^l -{ -
193






.	 F'F:OT r._, 2. 0 OJT 1. 750 OOL 0. C53.5 MODE 1.
QT`tVi'S	 1.	 INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 ANULTE 130. 00% At' ULTt'1
MECH: •STFUCT
Ws	 0. 150 	 t'1+..F L.r-,S 0.0	 PRODS 5. 200  t•IEWST 0.500 DE SF'.F •_ 0.200
ELECTRONICS
USE+..+C +L	 0.85 0  	 !'1C:FL.^^.XE ^:t, ci	 F'F:C+^E , 	 NEWEL5 .450 C+:^. _,^_^^^ iICE _,F.F'E 0.200
PWF:	 0. 200 CNPNTS 0.	 CtIP I D 0.0	 f'WPFAC 1.300 Ct°IPEFF 0. 4_i
ENG I NEER I NG .r•.
Et'01THS	 1.0 Et' MTHP 12 0 ENMTHT 14.0 EC:MPL:: 0. 200 PRNF 0.0
O U CF'F'_i _ _7I+at'I
PRMTH S	 12. 0 PPNTHF 4 . 0	LC:^ IF:+..+E 0. 01	 ECNE 0.0 ECNS 0. i	 =
GLODAL
YEAR 	 ESC 0.0	 %	 F't<:C+ JC:T 1. 000 DATA 1.000 T LGTST ! . 1_ OCt
PLATFt'1	 2. 000 Tl'STEM 1.000 F'FF:C+J 1.000 PD ATA 1.000 PTLG T'_, 1. 20
PROGRAM COST DE!:+EUOPMEtft PRODUCT I 01-1 TOTAL COST
ENG I BEEF: I NG
DRAFT I NG .7 28. 55.	 i
DESIGN.G . 5, , 1 05!, 1 N,1,
^
^Y
SU_,TOTAL (Et' G) 113. _ 1 ►_,. .,`.a.
MANUFACTURING  
PRODUCTION 0. 1a '. ^3	 .
PROTOT',!F'E 120. cl: 1 L«.
TOOL-TEST E+ ! 1 Ci . 75 r
SUDTO T HL tt'1FGS 1: 0. 1Y;1:2.
IOTAL COST L }^	 r
+.OL	 0.035 AVCO T 21.05 TOTAL AV FF.OD COST 2_1.05 L;_!_aF.UE 0.
I-IT	 1:	 . 0	 EC:t•1E 0.129 E+, NS 0. 027 DE _ PPE 0.200 DE _,F F.•_ 0.200
MEC H/STi*:I_ICT
i
'"	 150 tI^+_FW,^	 ^3.	 ' •^ 4	 -„3 	D. ^^ ^	 t1EC^ L. Ci 0	 ^'F,ODY	 ^ 5, '^'00^ t= CPL'^^''_;. ^, .^	 .^6.	 `5`_
ELECTRONICS
WE	 1. 600 WEC:F 5. '. 91	 +==t'IF ID 0.0	 F'F;ODE 5.450 t'1CFL: ^E 10.:311
PWF'	 0.200 Ct-lPt'IT.= 7. PHRFAC: 1.300 Ca IF'EFF-' ^ 1. '=;r,:_;
SCHEDULES
EHNTHS	 1. 17-100 ENNTHP 12.000 ENMTHT 14. 000 ECMF'LX 0 .200 PPNF 0. 0991
MITHS	 12.000  PRMTHF 36. O&_1E3 AUER. F'F:OD FATE PEP MONTH :,. 042 
COST PANGE'3 DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST 	
t
+; l i. l..	 ,, V- 07.
^r





DATA 4-Itit •I_+L I t•IG U I I I T TYPE	 CO1H2OLO =^ 'ter",:''r:,
It•IPUT DATA
QTY	 4+5. PROTs;G 2.0 I IT 1.75!_i	 +.++_+L +3. +=135 MODE ! .
Q T '+'S '_	 1.	 I NTEGE 0.5,t_is_i	 I t•ITEG S' 0.500  AMt_ILTE 1 0 . t_ 0j -.' API iL T t°I 130.00%
w	 ^_^ , 1 _I0	 t^ C	 L. ,•_ t._i , ^_^
	




O. S50 h1+_ F L.- E 0.0
	
PP DE 5.500  NEWEL t_i „ 500 DE =PPE 0.200
Kip 	E_i. 200 +=t1PNTS 0. CMP I D 0.0	 P1,1PFHC 1.300 +=:MPEFF 0. fit
EI • I+.I HEEF: I NG
j^
Et•IMTHS;	 1.0 ENVITHF 12.0 Et• MTHT 14.0 'E+_ MPL. ; 0.1700 F'RNF 0. s_t
PRODUCTION
E'PMTHS	 12. 0 PRMTHF 36. 0 LCUF:UE 0. 0 	E+=HE 0. 0 Et_ t•Ir; 0. ti
GLODAL
'i'Er'R 	 19,71.31.	 ESC 0.0 % F'F:O_CT 1,k_ic_0 DATA 1.000 TLG T'._^T 1.000
PLATFM	 2, 000 SYSTEM 1. 000 PF'F'^:t._t 1. s=00 PDATH 1.000 PTLGT., 1.030
PF:r7UF:AM COS T DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENPI t•IEEP I t•IG
SYSTENS 0:
PF:C+ _t 	 NGI'!T L . r_ 0.
+NTH 3. T.
SUBTOTAL  l" Et•IG
r	 h1At•It_tFAC:Tt_ R I t•IG -
PPODUCTI01•I 0,
TOOL--TEST EQ j ; , 52. f_,;_; , a
SU3Ti + T HL t: PIFG ± 1 ^_+^,t . 11 't t
^ ^ L
	
.t I. ,TitT ^ 	 COST -^^I F^,. I . y-t'.^ ' ^ ^^ n z	 L-, t 1
i
C
VOL- c	 .Ht+ _::'_ T t_i , ^_t:-_,.' _i	 1- F t - I24.19   T JTAL _Iii	 i::l_I'AM PROD 	=.T ;"^ ^ _a.j t_ 1_!^,}.L	 _:. tE 0.083
WT	 1.750 Et_:t •IE 111 . 132	 E+=:NS 027 DE'_ RPE 0. 200 DE'I,PPS (J. 200
tIECH- •' _ Tf--!'U .:T
4	 t1tl l;.^	 0. 14=1	 =:+=F ^=;rj,	 +	 I=i^ .	 t^lE ^r. }=i	 PRODS -00 4 it_F(_;1,:_r r^,,	 :59
ELECTRONICS
WE	 1. E".00 WECF 53.731  CPIP ID 0 .0 	 PF'ODE r-5. 05,13 i 11+= PL. ',E 10. i or,




j . 00 ,13	 E!`Ih1THF' 12. t t!ii t	 EtIh1THT 14.000  E+=h1F'L: , 4^1 710 PPt-IF =1.0 ?:=,
PFhtTHy 	12. 000 PRMTHF 36. 000  A CEP. PROD PATE PER 1`1 +t•ITH C1 3
COST t?:HNGE:_: DEVELOPMEF+T PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FF:1_+t'I 32G. 11	 ra . i5.135.






f	 DATA HANDLING UNIT TYPE 	 RDSt, -$
i INPUT DATA
r	 G V	 ,..j. 1.	 PPOTt +1 2. 0. 'IT 1 	 300 kJOL 0. 023 [ IODE i a
r	 QTY_''i'_	 1.	 INTEGE G_1. _^ G_1G_1	INTEG 0, G_1G^_	 AM ^LTE	 1 _=G1. c_10%* HMS ^LTh1 1.,^i, ^+Gt';f
MECH: ':_ TRUCT
;
f	 Ws	 0.150  	 :M F'LXS 0 .0  PRODS 5. ; G_10	 H.E!,j!:,'T G_i0.500 1ESRPS 0. 203
`	 ELECTRONICS
USEVOL	 +•_1. ,I50 PICF'L E 0.0	 PPODE 5, 500 NEWEL G_i, 500 DESRPE 0.200
Ftlip	0. 200 1_ I' PNT•_^. 0. CHP I D 0.0	 F'W F AC 1.300 CPIFEFF 0. O
ENG I VEER I NG
EMMTH =,	 1. E_1 ENMTHF 12. 0 ENMTHT 14. 0	 ECt-1F'L, -*. O. aOO F'RNF 0. ro it
PRODUCT I ON
`	 FF:h1TH:_,	 lam. 0 F'F:MTHF :,,	 0 LCUF'UE 0.0	 ECNE rD. 0 ECNS cl. 0
GLOBALYEAR	 1978. E:_C 0. 0 % F'F:+_+JC T 1. 000 DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1.000
FLATFPI	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 F'PRO J 1.000 PDATA 1.000 F'TLGT ; 1100 
PROGRAM COST DEI•.+EUaPMENT F'RODUCTIi:H TOTAL G=:+=ST
ENG I VEER I NG
i+F'HFT I NG 23.
DES I+..N 49. ^^u +	 F, .+
ct
PPO _I MGMT 19.
t'IANUFA^ :TUP I NG
PRODUCTION 0. :_. _^5 ,	 5._ ,
PROTOTYPE 109. G;1. 109
TG_ OL-TEST EO l o , -_? , ^_ .
SUBTOTAL   t t'1FG a 119. :"? 1 + 11:
l
TOTAL COST 217. 1'_1,7 _3 . l 211_,40.
Gi0. 023	 H+:+,	 .T 2 0 + ,_,4 TOTAL t•l.	 PROD COST 26. 17 LC_1*..+E 0.
t'JT	 f.000  ECNE 0.' 137 EMS 0.029 DESFF'E 0.200 DESKS_; 0.4G_ 0
MECH:•':_ TRUCT
Ws	 0. 1 50 I IS .F . 52,2	 i 1E+_ i D 0.0	 PRODS 5. 200 Pl	 F L •:._=
ELECTRONICS
 -WE	 1.1 50  t'aE^.F c,_,	 ,_ 2^^_,. ,..^^	 Ct'1F I t G_1, ^1	 FF:+=+i.+E c r•_ . _^ ►=1E1 -	 ,.hh•FL.•,E 551^^, _^._,^. 3
KIP	 0. 200 C MPNT:_ 7. PHPFAC 11 .300 CMFEFF-76. u'1=
SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.000 ENPITHF 12. 000 ENMTHT 14. 04:10 !=i :MPL : 0.200 PPHF G+. ,_^.=+,•'
PRPITH=;	 12. 000 PRMTHF 36.000 AUER. PROD FATE PER MONTH
COST RANGE:_ DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTI ON TOTAL CST
[FILTER 2l7 r ? ^_+'~. i ':^ -1 .
TO 2•2. 12 1==<<j,
DATA HANDLING UNIT TYPE Mid ^(i '', ; r1.	 ^' . 196
	 r
MPUT DATA
2:.1, I='F'.tGTtJ:1 21.0 WT 1.300 t tLVO t ^	 s't •'.^: ^1+aDE i
QT`r :=,'r S	 1. I t•ITEGE 0.500 I t• ITEG'_, 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% A UJLTM L30. 00% 
PIEC:H/:= TRUCT
WS	 0,150 MCP L: „= 0. 0 	PP.OI+•_, 5.200 NE! ST 0.500 _'+ESR •_: Cs • x_00	 r
ELECTRONICSU:_:El lOL	 0.050 MC:PL; :E 0.0	 PRODE S. 00 NEWEL 0.50 DESPPE 0. 200
PWR	 0 .200 CMPt•ITS 00 CMP I D iii . 0 PWRFRC 1. 300 CMPEFF f=s , 0
EMG I NEER I NG
EMMTH=:	 1.0 Et• MTHP	 12.0 ENMTHT	 14.0 ECMPLX 0.700 F'PNF	 0.0
PRODUCT I ON
PRPITHS	 12.0  PRPITHF	 6.0 LC:IIF:VE 0. 0 	 EC:t•IE	 0. 0 	 EMS	 0.0
+GLO' HL
YEAR	 1973.	 E'_s.: 0,0 ',: PRO JC:T i• 4=100 DATA 1,00 TLGT:_T 1. 000
PLATFM	 2. 000 SYSTEM 1.000 PPRO J 1. 000 P ATA 1. 000 PTL+GTS 1, tLIO
PROGRAM C O-t-T DEVELOPt-IENT FRODUCTIO TOTAL COST
ENGINEERING ^
DRAFTING 45.
E:	 IGt'I Vii. '^^. : ?c •
',,'STENS 11. +. 11 •'
,.:. 55._
=+HTt t ^' ^:, 11,
S i_ TOTHL (ENG) 60.
t•1FiMLIFACTi R I NG
PRtlDUC:TION 535•
PROTOTYPE 1. 0. 71.
TOOL-TEST EQ 14.
C LIDTOTHL ( MFG) 04. S-ifn
TOTAL +1O'aT 30fll. Ml. 1027.
+:+ ►=+L	 G^i. =1`: yt :^CCs` T 22.23 TOTAL N t t, PROD COST ::Q. C i Ls ^ t^^ )E ►yi, 	 .;1
W l	 1.:00 ECNE '0. 137	 rC;r.IS 0. 029 DE'B'RPE 0.200 DEr,F'PS 0.200
MEr H:-' ,TRUC:T
WSt=1, l .^s^ t^l	 CF t'!EC I t^
_
t^^ .t
	 PRODS t'!, != L''	 , r',, t-..:-@
ELECTRONIC::.
4JE	 1. ISO WECF S,a, 24 CMP I D 0. 0	PROM 5.500 MCPLxE 19.556
F4IF:	 0.200 C:MPNTS 7. t'HRFAC 1.:.,00 t_:t°IPEFF-''^,. 41-4
SCHEDULES
El11TH_^	 1. s7t• 0 Et^ MTHP 12. 000 Et^ MTHT I d • x_00 ECMPL,; ._^, 'C143 PRP#F Cl. 097




x: COST RHt•IGE 1 DEVELOPMENT PPOZIUi T I ON TOTAL COST
FPOM 273. 635.
CENTER 306. 1027.
TO	 rj T 13 46. L'	 . .
GV
o^  PARPAG.& $'
T I f L
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8.3 Sensor Subsystem Cost Estimation
The material in the following pages is a compilation
of the PRICE System Input Worksheets containing the inte-
grated subsystem (subsystems which are an integral part of
the sensors and have equivalent functions as to SIM) nomi-


















AMULTE (%) AMULTM (%)
13 v .:^U




S. U + L ^'




PWR CMPNTS CMPID PWRFAC CMPEFF
ENMTHS ENMTHP ENMTHT ECMPLX PRNF
Engineering 1 (o
PRMTHS PRMTHF LCURVE ECNE ECNS
Production
WS BVCOST LCURVE MODES
Purchased Item
(Mode 3) 0 PAINT TOTALS1 EIM ITEM 6 MODIFIED PURCH ITEMT MODIFIEDGFE ITEM
j 2 MECH ITEM 8 PARASYN
WS MCPLXE MCPLXS 3 PORCH ITEM 9 EIM ITEM•CALC WT 3 VOL
GFE
A GFE ITEM 10 GEOSYN
S INTEG3TEST (Mode 4)
MCONST MEXP WECF -	 TARCST(Mode 10 only)
Additional Data
(Modes 9 & 10)
YEAR ESC PROJCT DATA TLGTST
k
Global
PLTFM SYSTEM PPROJ PDATA PTLGTS
I
Notes:
—^	 1 7	 7 ,,t






Item	 A,IT- c ff-fl^ 1
._	
Date
W/,S oog^cI6^111^7a J?//5/// 16/
OTY PROTOS	 i	 WT VOL MODE
General	 ALL 4w(S -	 l	 p.C2 tiulu nca aw^^ /
OTYSYS INTEGE	 INTEGS AMULTE (%) AMULTM (%)
i3^
WS MCPLXS PRODS NEWST DESRPSMechanical/
Structural 4&0 •
USEVOL MCPLXE PRODE NEWEL DESRPE
Electronics
—
PWR CMPNTS CMPID PWRFAC CMPEFF
ENMTHS ENMTHP ENMTHT ECMPLX	 PRNF
Engineering S •- 7
PRMTHS PRMTHF LCURVE ECNE	 ECNS






(Modes 9 & 10)
Global
MODES
0 PRINT TOTALS 6 MODIFIED PURCH ITEM `
IEIM ITEM T MODIFIED GFE ITEM
2 MECH ITEM 6 PARASYN
9 PURCH ITEM 9 EIM ITEM . CALC WT & VOL
4 GFE ITEM 10 GEOSYN




MCONST	 MEXP	 WECF	 TARCST (Mode 10 only) 	 ^1.
YEAR ESC PROJCT DATA TLGTST
PLTFM SYSTEM PPROJ PDATA PTLGTS
i
Notes: yq Br - 3 wTs	 I Q UO c. =	 001 . J.S	 ci`
13= IA G _	 ,did
GG 1595 2t15
CITY PROTOS WT
















































WS BVCOST LCURVE MODES
Purchased Item
^MOde 3) 0 PRINT TOTALS1 EIMITEM 8 MODIFIED PURCH ITEM7 MODIFIEDGFEITEM
- 2 MECH ITEM 8 PARASYN
WS MCPLXE MCPLXS 7 PURCH ITEM 9 EIM ITEM •CALC WT 6 VOL
GFE s GFE ITEM 10 GEOSYNS INTEG & TEST(Mode 4)
MCONST MEXP WECF TARCST(Mode 10 only)
Additional Data
(Modes 9 & 10) —
YEAR ESC PROJCT DATA TLGTST
Global /	 P-- U t	
_ ^, 0 /. o
PLTFM SYSTEM PPROJ PDATA PTLCTS




ra C/^^ I ^ L 1 3 I•c^ , X17 ,v









0 PRINT TOTALS 6 MODIFIED PURCH ITEM
1 EIM ITEM 7 MODIFIED GFE ITEM
2 MECH ITEM 6 PARASYN	 i
1 PURCH ITEM 9 ECM ITEM•CALC WT 6 VOL
? GFE ITEM 10 GEOSYN
	 a
S INTEG 6 TEST







;.	 C Item	 Date
Af
OTY	 PROTOS	 WT 	 VOL,	 MODE
I^
General - /w Aw AIZ^ 44,!k 441 .Nf, rCf










USEVOL MCPLXE PRODE NEWEL DESRPE
Electronics __'__L^ .z' o 3
PWR CMPNTS CMPID PWRFAC CMPEFF
ENMTHS ENMTHP ENMTHT ECMPLX PRNF
Engineering 7- R.
PRMTHS PRMTHF LCURVE ECNE ECNS








	 WECF	 TARCST (Mode 10 only)
Additional Data
(Modes 9 & 10)
YEAR	 ESC	 PROJCT	 DATA	 TLGTST



















t ^u rt 4,2v^Tt ^^ u n ^- ^ ^^Y ^ ^ ^
CITY PROTOS WT' VOL: MODE
^+ ^- I Z , ^, 3General -
OTYSYS INTEGE INTEGS AMULTE(%) AMULTMM
^^ 13 v 13o 
McChanlCal/ WS MCPLXS PRODS NEWST DESRPS
Structural
USEVOL MCPLXE PRODE NEWEL DESRPE
? I - N-.4 L/ , Z—Electronics .
PW R CMPNTS CMPID PWRFAC CMPEFF
ENMTHS ENMTHP ENMTHT ECMPLX PRNF
Engineering p
7 .lac 1sv
PRMTHS PRMTHF LCURVE ECNE ECNS





(Mode 3) 0 PRINTTOTALS1 EIM ITEM 6 MODIFIED PURCH ITEM7 MODIFIEDGFEITEM
2 MECH ITEM 8 PARASYN-
WS MCPLXL MCPLXS 3 PURCH ITEM 9 EIM ITEM•CALC WT 8 VOL
GFE • GFE ITEM W GEOSYNS INTEG B TEST(Mode 4)
MCONST MEXP WECF TAR;CST(Mode 10 only)
Additional Data
Modes  9 & 10)
YEAR ESC PROJCT DATA TLGTST
I' S^ V yGlobal
PLTFM SYSTEM PPROJ PDATA PTLGTS
Z
Notes:




QTY	 1. PROTOG 1. 0 NT a t, St. O VOL 0.010 HODE 11
QT , -, t _,	 1.	 I NTEGE 0. 500 I NTEGS 0. 500 ANULTE 1:.0 , t_tt.t.•. AMULTM 130. 00 %
MEC:H/STR CT
W31	 0. 100 t-ICPL:;S 0. t_1	 PRODS 5 2010 NEWT i . 2f-710 DESRPS 0. `00
..
i
USE t•:^t^L	 t_1. ^t^0 MCPL E 0.0	 F'R ^Z^E ^. L^=ttI1 t^Et^IEL 0.100 DE PPE 0.500
PW(:	 2.000 CMPNTS 0. CMP I D 0.0 F'NRFAC: 0.300 CMPEFF 0.0
EPIC I VEER INN
EP11'ITH'=	 l . t.t	 EPthITHP . ► 	 EPINTHT .". 0 EC:t IPL:•: 0. 1t=10 PPNF t...^ . 0
PRODUCTION




-- ' EIAP	 E'_,i_A1978. 0. 0 '•	 F'R t. CT 0. 0 DATA 1 .000 TLGTST 1, 000
PLhTFPI	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 PPR I _i 0.0 P DATA 1. 000 PTL:: T:_, -,30
LC IQR •.!E IS BASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 5. 29MONTHS .
Pl CtGRAM COT DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENG I NEE>* I NG
DRAFTI NG 1. 2. -, r
DESI GN  2. +,
SYSTEMSI'I.^ 0. 0. (0.
r'Rt J t h. NT 0.
-INI TA 0.
{ SUBTOTAL IENG
HANUFAC: T UP I NG
F'RODUt_ T I ON 0. r, r.
PF`OTOT'r'F`E 0,
TOOL-TEST EI -
TOTAL 'COST 10. - 13. 23.
-,Tt:.4,L	 !_t. ^,i 1 t	 tit..t t^ ^yi . F, :'_1	 TOTAL Ht. 1 PROD C+:1T 1'I , 2t.i LC:I_1F!t,ir t; 













2 .X300  I^ {c tKIP 	 •tI	 ^ ^. -^
-,








ENMTHS	 1.000 ENMTHP6. 000 ENNTHT	 7. ti ►=1^i . EC:MPL : 0.:.300 PPNF =i. 0
PPMTHS	 7. 000 PRMTHF 12.000 AIJER. PPr-,ID FATE PER MONTH 2!=+t=1
COST R
ANG
ES DEVELOPMENT PRODUt=TION TOTAL COST
FF	 t'1 9. 12. "t
t1DD







1 !T';' 2,	 PPOTOS 1. 0 WT O . t_30101	 kJOL 0.1 10 MODE 1.
:='f 1	 t •	 It1TE+^E=1.^1F_i	 It1TEG:^ 0.500Ht'1^ ^LTE 130 .00% Ht'1^ ILTt'1 1:=0. t_iti'
MECH. ' STF'>_h T
s	 1;1	 0101
	 i I_	 ' SE	 W . 1	 t i :F'L:'•1•_I 0 0	 PRODS F.	 _ 5	 ='1:14_1-_ . ^	 NEW ST E_1	 '^'00. ` D	 "'_ E =_ F:F •1 i i	 '^'f_11_i
`	 ELECTRON I CS
IJ^EVOL •	 0. 700 MCPLXE 1_+. 0	 PPODI E 4. 200 NEWEL 01. 101_i DE •F'PE 01, 50101
Pb1F:	 F'_. 010101 CMPNTS 0.	 +_ HP I D ii . 0	 F'WPFA^ : L1,  300 CMPEFF 0.0
ENG I NEER I NG








1978. ESC 0. 0 	 `•'	 PRC+_h= T 0.0	 DATA 1.000 TUFT' T 1 .000 
- 	
PLATFM	 2. 000 :_. ,':_ TEM 1.1.001	 PPF:+_^ J 0.1_1	 PDATA 1 .010141 PTLGT =_ 1.00
I	
1^• BASED 	PRODUCTIONLCI JRVE
	
I •_^ ^^ASE_+ +=+t•1   	 SCHEDULE I^I^ 1+ ^F	 C•,. ^_ _It'1ONTH /^=i.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT F'F:C DUCT I CI-1 TOTAL COST'
ENGINEERING
RAFT I NG I . 1. 2.
.
PRODt1GNT 0. ^_+• 0.
r	 DATA 0, R_i. 0.
SU3TOTAL(ENG) _	 . 5.






0.1_111_1	 Al.JC i+ • T.!CAL 4.!:-:.l	 TOTAL A +.. 1 PF,-'OD COST
y 
1 L+=.1 iF'+,tE ^ ^ . 'a^ ;
I-IT	 0 .000 ECNE iyi F_i 0 ECNS 0.012 DE-.F'F'E 0.500 DESPRS 0.200
t=1EC:H:/ STRUCT
WS	 ro n 100 i•'a Sl•F 10.0130 NEC ID 1.1. 1.1 	 PF'C+''11 5 • 1:00 ''U=:PL:'•1 S ►:. 825 '	 1
ELECTRONICS
n {WE	 0 700 WECF 11_101	 x^ic_0	 C:MPI:.+• Cl._i	 F'RODEr .a	 „2130s L tiICPL •..1 1E t: • 775G
KIP	 2.000 Ct'lPNTS Pl,JPFAC: 1=1. .3,00 Ct'IPEFF-;_'r,.'?,_;'.-;
SCHEDULES +
ENMTHS	 1.8100 ENMTHP x1.01011_	 ENNTHT 7.000	 E+=t'1F'L <; 0.300 F'PNF 0.0
PF'MTHS	 7.000 PRMTHF 12. 0001	 AI:+ER. PIER D FATE PER MONTH Cf. 4113 0
COST RANGES DEOELOPMEHT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 1.4. 1:. 211.







QTY	 3. PROTGS 1, 0 t'1T 0. 300 VOL R•_i. 01 0 t'1ODE 1. f
QT'-i' r,'^r''=^	 l .	 IHTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0. 500 ANULTE 1:I0. t_i0% AMULTM 130. t_i0%
K
€	 MECH/'_:TR CT
WS	 0.100 tl :F L:•, _,
A`
0 . 0	 F'F.ODS S . 200 HEW _,T 0.200 DESRPS 0.200 
ELECTRON I CS
U'= El:lt_il	 1;1, ;fit	 t'1t'F'L: ;E E=1 r G=1	 F'F:+.1 +E 00 NEWEL 0.100 DES PPE :yl r c0E:t
PWF:	 2. 000 1_ t P14TS 0. CMP I D 0. 0 F'WPFAC 0.300 1_tlPEFF 0. 0
ENG I NEER I NG
EHMTHS	 1. F+ ENNTHP 6.0 Et'{NTHT 7. 0 ECMF'L,-:; 0.300 PRNF 0.0
PPODUCT IOt.{
PRMTHS	 7.0 PRMTHF 12.0 L1=URVE 0.0 E+_t•{E 0.0 El_: NS 1_t ,0
GLO DALj YEAR	 1978.	 ES : 0.0 % PRO _!C T 0.0 DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1.000PLATFM	 2. 600 SYSTEM 1. E-100 F'F'R0_! ED. 0 PDATA 1. !_tl•.ik_i PTLGT:=. 1. 00
LCLIPI)E IS BASED ON PRODUCTION _`CHE_+IlLE OF . 1'?t'i +- NTH .
PROGRAM COST .DEVELOPMENT PRODUCT I ON TOTAL COST
ENGINEERI NG
DRAFTI NG 1. i . 2.




PRODUCT I !_IN _?. 14. 1 a ^
PROTOTYPE
TOOL-TEST EQ 1. 1. =`,
SU3TOTAL (MFG ) 15. 21. 1
a
+ . If iL	 0. 0 1 0	 Al..ICO	 T 51 TOTAL AU PROD + •_, . :• L	 .f.JE i.
tdTT	 O. sl^F=i 1=^	 E+=:tJE :1. ^_^:^=1	 E+=t{'I z^i. k=11= =+E'=RPE ill. 5f_il^1 _IE ^F'F^= I_i	 ^"ii_i
MER_a 1. STR tf_ T
w's	 0.100 W CF 10.000 NEC ID 0 . 0 PRODS 5. 200 t'lCPL ;'_; r"., 25
fi:_:ELECTRONICS
WE	 0.700 WECF 100 .1•^l-, 0 CHP ID 0 0 PRODE t--ICPL. E 0. 75
PWR	 2.000 CMPNT:_ 'r F'WRFAR_ f_1.:I;f_i^^ +_tIP&F 388
SCHEDULES
f	 ENNTHS	 1. 000 ENMTHP 000 EHNTHT	 7.000 ECt-1 'L "-, 0. 00 PRt'^F ^ i, 0
PFa^1TH::.	 ,. ^_^^=1 1 PFa'1THF 12. ►_1 fcf	 A 1..JEF:. F'F;+_+	 + RATE PER MONTH 0, r.01;1
COST RANGES DEMELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COS T 
FROM 9. 17. 2111" , €






QTY	 4. PROTOS	 1. 41 WT	 0. 0'00 lJOL	 0. 010 NOZ.1E
	
1.
QT'i''=:YS	 1. I NTEGE O. 54_14 I NTEGS 0.500  AMULTE 130. 00%  FIMI ILTM 1=;0 „ 00
ME+= H: • :_:TRU+_ T
1^i 4:14_1 +^
	 0 4_i
	 PRODS 	 5 . 200 	 0. 200  _+	 0 '4: 0i^	 WS. 	 t'1_FL,^.:_.	 I. 	 t^^EtJ_^T   	 E•RP=:	 .
ELECTRONICS
'EVOL Vii. CL
 t-ICPLXE 0.0 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL
	 0.100 DE'_ RFE 0.500
PWR	 2. 0410 +=t' PMTS	 Vii, C :MP I D	 0.0	 PWRFAC:	 0.300 GMPEFF	 0.0
ENG I NEER I NG
_t ENNTH:_^	 1. 4.1 Eh^h1THF'	 6. 0 Et• MTHT	 7. 0 ECMPL:--,	 0. 300 PR NF
	 C+. 0
pF?+1*_4U+_ T.I ONt
FF't'1TH':	 4^ F'P.t9THF	 12. ti L+= IF:+.:+E ^_i . 4_+	 Er_a•iE	 0.0 	 ECH:_:	 0.0
GLOBAL
'•FEAR:	 1978. ESC	 0.0 % PRi +..i+_ T 0.0	 DATA	 1.000 TLGTST	 I.4_iOl_1
PLATFM 2.000 SYSTEM 1.4=1G_0 F'F'ROJ 	 0.0	 F'^ATA	 1, f=100 PTLGTS
	 1. CIO
U_ UPI...IE IS BASED ON PRODUCTIONU  	 SCHEDULE OF	 7, 41 0MONTH:_ .
PROGRAM COST	 DEVELOPMENT	 PRODUCTION
	
TOTAL COST
ENG I NEER I NG
DRAFTING	 1.	 1.:
DE G 	 2.	 G




PRODUC T ION	 0.	 1; ..	 IT.
PR,--+TC+T`:'PE	 r'. ,	 0.	 r, aIr t+_+L-TEST EQ
	
1.	 1.	 x_.
SOLIDTOTAL t t-IFG i	 r, ,	 j :=+,	 26.
TOTAL COST	 iC+.	 L"a
y	 1
0.01 0 Al.lCO:_:T
	 TOTAL A l ) F`F'+:+{ i + O!L7:T	 O-l" LCl !F'+ +E 10 S15 }




0.100 N:_:C:F	 14_i.04_14:1 NEC I+	 0.0	 PRODS	 5. -' 4_14_1 t1+_:FL:-;: 	 r^. _^c_^
ELECTRONICS  	 `
WE	 0. 700 WEC:F	 1 00,  ►_' 00 C:t^iP I=+ 	 0, 0 	 PRODE	 HCPLXE	 -.^5
p i-IR. 	 2.000 CMPNT S	 h'WRFAC ti . 00 i= t-lPEFF `r, . 9S8
SCHEDULES
Et-it'1TH_;	 1.4_14=0 ENMTHF' 	 6, !1100 Et' NTHT ^'. 010;14_1 EC^MPL`' 0. 300 PPHF	 +;1.0
F'RMTH 1	 7. 000 PRMTHF 12.400 AUER. PROD RATE PER MONTH	 0.113,0 :i
4	 COST R gNCE'	 DEIJELOPMENT	 PRODUCTION	 TOTAL COST
	
FF.'OM 9 .	 i-, 1 .	 f 4'1'	 1CENTER
T:.:+ORIGIlV
	
.12.	 _9.	 z l .
OF POOR 
pa
A +y+ QUALI9, -Y
NENT 	0,'-:?,' Of.-.:




e• 5. PR iT^^ S 1.0 WT 0. 800 +.. OL 0.010 MODE i .
QTY'_` S	 i .	 INTEGE 0. 500 INTEGS 0.500 AMl_ILTE 1 0. C10% AMULTM 130.00  ;
MECH: S;TRUCT
WS	 0. 1Of- t'1CPL S 0, 0	 P^^^_DS 5. 200 t'#EWST !_i, ;_00 DESPP'= 4=1. ^~t^E_t
ELECTRON I C'_;
USEUOL
	 0. 700  MCFL:-',E 0.0	 F'RODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.100 DE .= RPE 0.500
Ptlip 	2.000 CMPNTS 01.	 CMP I D 0.0 PWRFAC : 0.300 C:MPEFF 0. 0
f
ENG I NEED I NG
ENMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP 6.0 ENMTHT 7.0 ECMPL:"<, 0. 300 PRNF 0910
PRODUCT I ON
PRMTHS	 7.0  PRMTHF 12.0 LCUF'OE 0.0 EC NE 0.0 ECIIS 0.0	 .,.,.
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1973.  E'_C 0.0 % PRO _IC:T 0.0 DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1A'NQ0
PLATFN	 2.0000 :=,'I STEM 1.000 PPROJ 0.0 PDATA 1. 000 PTLGT'= 01.0
U_LIF:l: lE IS	 ,ASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF .56t'1^ NTH1.
PROGRAM COT DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
E
Et• QI NEER I NG
DRAFTING 1. . .
DESIGN




MFlt+I_IFHC TUR I tic
PROTOTYPE 61 cl t, .
TOOL-TEST EQ 1 2 2.
SUBTOTAL (MFG ) ^^ . ^^f y "^t
TOTAL COST 10 . 29. -,,
i.)OL
	
0.010   A I XC ST 39 TOTAL A'.) PROD COST 5 . =,*1 LCUF;VE Cf.  950
WT	 0.800 ECNE 0. 034 Ei_ N -_ 0.914 DESRPE 0.500 DEf_;F,F,._, 20 0
t-1EC H: ''_TRUCT +
WS	 0. 1.00 W CF 10.000 MEC I D 0.0 PRODS 51.200 t--1CPL:-; S 6.825
ELECTRONICS
WE	 700 WEC:F 1 00.000 CMP I') 0. 0 FRODE 4. 200 M	 PL'' I E: '=;	 775_
Ptdp	 -f	 t_100	 C t-1Pt T,_c.	 # , . -'i' . F't IF.FAC: 0 .300 -.	 f-.-..-fC:h1F EFF-,_r_'f, ^^=ff=
SCHE ! -'LE::.
ENMTHS	 1. 000 EI' MTHP 6. 000 Et' MTHT	 7. 000 ECMPL,- 0. 300 PPNF 0.0
PRNTHS	 7.000 PRMTHF 12.000 FIVERd PROD FATE PER MONTH i . t_i }= 0
COT RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST







C!T',= G.	 PROMS 1. 0 tdT 0 .8,00 0OL 0. x:110 MODE 1.
QT i ^ i S	 1.	 I NTEGE 0.500 I t'ITEGS 0. 500 ANULTE 130.00% ANULTt l
MEC:H: ' ,TRUC:T
WS	 0.100 Mt1F LXS 0. 0 	 PF•t_t?'t._, 5. 200 NEt-•IST 0.2t= 0 DESF'P._; 0 . 200 
ELEM TRON I C S
U EVOL , 0. 700 MC PLXE 0. 0 	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL O t 1 O0 _tESRPE 0.500
PWF	 2. 000 C:h1PNTS 0.	 C:MPI D 0.0 PWF'FAC 0..^->=0 t_MPEFF 0. 0
ENG I VEER I INN
ENMTHS	 1. 0 ENMTHP 6. 0 ENPITHT 7. 0 EC:MPLIl., 0. =00 PRNF 0.0
PRODUCT I ON
PRITH S	 71.0  PRMTHF 12.0	 Lt,:i_IRVE 0.0 EC NE 0.0 EC NS 1,1, 0
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESE 0. 0	'';:	 PF't i _!C: T 0. DA TA 1. 000 TLGTST 1. Cit_0
PLATFM
	
2. 000 S' "•rTEM 1.000 P PF:OJ 0.0 PDATA 1.000 PTLGTS
_	
1-.00 
LC:lJRUE IS 3A'-ED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 7. _ 22MC LATHS.
a
PROGRAM COST DEIJELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENG I NEER I t'Ici
DRAFT I NG 1. L. 3.
DESIGN
SYSTEMS 0. 0: 0.
PP:tJ.J HGMT 0. 0. I.B.
DATA 0. 0*.. t i .
S !_tTi-
-iTFtL t: ENG i 41 6. 10.
MAt•{I_t_FAC:TI R I NG
 9
TOOL-TEST  EQ i
TOTAL COST 1 0 . y'=' a r
t:tt_iL
	
0.17110	 A i )t=O	 T 1. 27 TOTAL At.-I PROD COST 5.35 Lt_.UPt)E '94;3'
laT	 0. # iit_i	 E t_ tIE 0. E 1_ a 	Et=N '.1	 ^_i^r' ftE'•.^;PE 4y1,'.^4:i1_t ^iE'r•F•F^._• ^-is+:^_1t_i
MECH: 'S-11':UC
4Js	 0.100 tJt_F 10.000 MEN IIt 0, C, F!*'Ctlt_, 5. E00 h1C:FL:,_, 1-5, 825
ELECTRONIC:'_
WE	 0. 700  WEt_ F 1 00 .000 ►_ MP I ± t 0.0 PP ODE 4.200 M PL 1 E S. „5
PWR	 2.0000  C:MPNTS f-'WRFAC 0. 300 _C:t-IPEFF-26 . 988
S r= HEDULE:_
Et-JMTH'_	 1. 000 ENMTHP 6.000 ENIMAT ^. 000 Et=MPL,^^^, 0 .:;x_0 PPNF 0. 0
PRMTFIS	 ;' . ^=iE=0 F'FrMTHF 12.000 AtaER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 1, 600
COST RANGE:. DEVELOPMENT rF't_t_UCTION TOTAL COST
FROM tt_ ENTEP 1x:1. 43. 5
TO 12. 52. }_	 F
DID'	 -
{^?	 INTEGRATED RPS CO	 8/14/76 C'oN =^14 ^l4
xd INPUT DATA
^.. °. QTY	 3. ,PROTOS 1* 0, WT 0.80f.) VOL 0.0 -09 MODE 1.
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.5011 INTEG5 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULT +I 130:00%
ti^y MECH/STRI)CT
'PIS	 0.080 MCPLXS 0.0	 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0.60`? DESRPS 0.2011
EL,FCTRONTCS
t;SEVOL ` 	0.700 MGPLXE 000	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.200 DESRPE 0'0 50 11
PINR	 2.On0 CMPNTS 0. CMPID 0.0 PWRFAC 0.30n CMPEFF 0.0
ENGII IEI= RII IG
EPdMTHS
	
1.0 ENMTHP 4.0 ENMTHT 5.0 ECMPLX 0.070 PRHF 0. 0
PRODUCTION
_ . , PRM T HF	 12.	 LCURV 0-() ECH!= 0.0 EC! IS 0. 1"
GLOAAI_
. .. AT .,	 t)it TUG TS f ;,.1
c PLATPM	 SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ 0.0 PDATA 1.00n PTLGTS 1.00
I-CURVE IS RASED ORI PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 7.39MONTHS.
PROGRAM CnST DEVELOPMENT PROnUCTIOU TOTAL COST
ENG I1'.LEER Ir IG
- :... DRAFTING, 1. 2._
3.
SYSTEMS 0. 0. 0.
PROD MG' ,IT 0. 00 0.
DATA 1. 0. 1.
SURTOTAL(ENG) 3. 7. 9.
MANI )FACTI IRIi,IG
PRODUCTION 0. 16. 16.
PROTOTYPE 100 0. in.




TOTAL COST 13. 24._ 37.
VOL	 0.On9 AVCOST 5.37 TOTAL AV PROD COST 7.97 LCURVE 0.951
WT	 0. 8n Ci ECHE 0. n 39 EC^IS 0. 015 DESRPE 0. 50 ` DE SPR ; 0 0 2 OF'.
x MECH/STRUCT
I:^IS	 00080 WS CF 8 889 MEC © 0. n PRODS 5 .20;1 WICPL.XS 6 .773
^!LtCTROMTCS
WE	 0.720 WECF 114.286 CMPID 0.0 PRODE 4.20 ;1 ',I CPI-Xf 8.965




I.Rn') EW4THP 4.000 ENMTHT	 5.nnf) ECMPLX 0.070 PWIF o.n
PRMTHS	 5.0 11 - • PPMTHF 12.00J AVER. P : 40D RATE PE-^ MMITH 0.42P
COST RANGES	 OE\/^"L0PMP iT	 PRnDIJCTIOtl	 To i Al_ C^'11;1'
OTY	 1. PROTOS 1.0 WT 1.600 VOL 0.018 MODE 1.
IF,'
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 . INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.0-95 AMULTM 130619:%
MEd /STRUCT•
WS	 0.160 MCPLXS. 0.0 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0.600 DESRPS 00200
ELECTRONICS












,4	 ..•.	 F,, -.r • 1.-
---^
0•J0 1 t CIMPC	 - 0
EN16UIEERINIG
t,	 e N T T 5.0 EC I\IPLX 0.070 PR(- ,IF . t7
PRODt ICTI ON
PRMTHS	 5.0..PRMTHF 12.0 LCURVE. 0.0 ECNE 0 0 ECNS Ow 0
GLOB AL
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0 DATA 1.0o) TLGTST 100PI)
Pi_ATFM	 2.O n o SYSTEM 1.0 0 O PPROJ 0.0 PDATA 1.011:1 PTLGTS 1.01)
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT ,PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
i f E'NG t i:IEER DIG
DRAFTING 2. 4. 5,
DESIGN 2. 11.- 13.
SYSTEMS as 0. 0.
..
PROJ	 MG' ,1T 0. 0. 0.'
A 1• 00 1.
SUBTOTAL ( E,,",I(:-,) 5. -15. 20 .^
PROD UCTIOPI 0.
PROT) T YPE 18. 0. 18.
t	 -	 5
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 19.	 _ 11. 30.
TOTAL CosT 24. 26 50.
VOL	 0.018 AVCOST 10.56 TOTAL AV PROD COST 26.19 LCI)RVE
,
0.942
WT ..:.	 1.60n ECNE 0.055 ECI,,IS 0.,020 DESRPE 0.5110 DESPRS 0,20,':
MECH/STRUCT
'Al l;	 0.160 1aISCF 8. Rt;9 MEC ID 0.0 PRODS 5.209 MCPLXS 69773
EI_FCTROh.IICS
!11E	 1.440 WECF 114 . 286 CMPID 0.0 PRODE 4.201; ',,1CPI._XE 8.Q65




1.0no ENMTHP 4. tin EMMTHT 5.00 : "1 ECMPLX 0.07 n PR'IF 0.11
PPMTHS	 5.000 PRMTHF 12, O n d AVER. PROD ?ATE PER Mr)r ITH 0. 143














E (JDf 390	 R/14/76	 S	 eo^tJFI^	 ,t3 1
k
,• QTY	 2. PROTOS 1.0 WT 1.600 VOL 0,018 MODE 1.
OTYSYS
	
1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTM 130.0i,%.
MECHISTRUCT
WS0.160 MCPLXS 0.0	 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0.600 OESRPS 0.200
ELECTRONICS
USEVOL.	 0.700 MCPLXE O.O	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.2on OESRPE 0.50^
' PV^1R	 2.0D0:CMPNTS:.. 00; CMPID 0.0 PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFF 090.
ENGI t4EER I I\IG










..	 ?9 PROJU0-f) DATA 1.00i) TLGTS') - _.0:1.
PLATFM	 2.00i? SYSTEM 1.00(i PP ROJ 0. n PDATA 1.00 0 PTLG T S
LCURVE TS RASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDIJLE OF 7.10MONTHS.C
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMErIT ` PRODUCTIOIJ TOTAL COST
ENIC-7 I I I t`,_
.:: DRAFTII,.IG 2. 3. 4.
k DES IGNI 2. .8: 10.
SYSTEMS - 0. 01. 0.
PROD	 MG,,v}7:;. E?. 00 0.	 -	 3
DATA	 - 1. 00 1.
St)RTOTAL (ENG) 5. 11. 16.
;r
^a MAHI I F ^
PRODUCTION 00 20. 20.
PROTOTYPE 18 00 18.
TOOL-TEST FO 1. 1 •
_ _ 2 •SUBTO TAL (MFG) 19. 22. 41.
a= TOTAL COST 24.. 32. 56.
_ VOL	 00018 AVCOST 10.16 TOTAL AV PROD ' COST 16,22 LCURVE 0.953
WT	 1.600 ECNE 0.039 ECfdS 0.015 DF_SRPE 0.500 DESPR • 0.20n
MECH/STRUCT
^!S	 0.160	 UlSCF R.	 f'9 MECID 0`.0 PRODS 5.20 '^1C?LXS
I
6.773
^,WE ~	1.4'L0	 WECF 114.286 CMPID 0.0 PRODE 4.200 MC P LXE 8.965




1.001	 Er.IMTHP 4.0i?" EHMTHT 155.0.^,I EC`fPLX 0.1)7 . D QPIF `1,
PRMTHS
	
5.0011 PR I^ITHF 1.P * 000 AVER. PROD- RATE PER MONTH 0.
CnSr PAr'Ir,ES _	 ITOFVFLOPMEh PRODUCTIOr'I TOTAL C ,)SZ'
FQOM 20. 28. 48.
CENTER 24. 32. 56.
TO 3R. 30. hR.
6643.24.
VOL	 - 0.018 AVCOST 4.Q4 TOTAL_ AV PROD COST 14.18 LCURVE 0.951
WT 1.60n ECNE 00039 ECNS 0-.015 DESRPE 08'5(10 DESP4 c: 0.201
TOTAL COST
212
S	 INTEGRATE RPS CQ	 (3/14/76
^ z
QTY	 3. PROTOS	 1.0 WT	 1.600 VOL	 0.018 MODE	 1.
OTYSvS • 	1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130. 01% AMt1LT^1 130. n0%
C-7 MECH/STRUCT
_.	 Nf5	 0.160 MCP.!_XS Q.0	 PRODS	 5.20(1 NE tidST	 0.600 .DESRP S 	0.200
PRODUCTION -:
PRMTNS 5 0 PrRMTHF 1.2.0 L•CURVE	 0.0 ECNE	 0.0.	 ECNS 0.0
GLOBAL
YEAR 19788 ESC 0.0 % PROJCT	 0.0 DATA	 1.000 TLGTS F 1.00"
PLATFM 2.onn SYSTEM 1.Onn PPROJ	 0.0 PDATA	 1.00n PTLGTS I.On
-^	 LCI ► RVE IS BASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 7.43MOINTHS.
PkbG'RAM COST -DEVELOPMENT PRCDIJCTTON	 TOTAL COST
ENG I I IEER I HGr.`.`
	 DRAFTING	 _ 2.0 3. 4.
DESIGNI 2.








PROTOTYPE 18. 0. 18.
T.00L^-TEST E_G J., 2. 3.
t J
	
L	 M .	 - - .91 0 	--
MECH/STRIJCT
4	 r	 41;	 0.160 W(;CF 8.RP'9 MECID 0.0	 PRODS	 5.201: ,`? C Q LXS 6.773	 _^..r ELECTRONICS
!PIE .
	1.440 WECF 1 14.286 CMPID 00 11	 PROLE	 4.20 0 MCPLXE 8.965
PWR	 2 0 fl0 CMPNTS 7. PWPFAC 0.300 CMPEF - 42. 205
SCHEDt 1LES
EN M THS	 1.0 n ,-1 ENIMTHP 4.0W1 F-HP4THT t	 .	 M	 ?Ei. 0 ^	 EC; PLX	 O. n7^ P	 r.R ^IF 00.1
PRMTHS_
	
5.0(10 PRMTH 12.0n AVER. PROD RATE PEF2 MnNTH 0.429
COST P. ANGES nEVELOPMEN T-. PRODUCTION TO rAL COST;
FROM 20. 37. 57.:
CENT F7 R 24. 43. 6r,.
TO 3n. 51. 81.
INPUT DATA
(STY	 4. PROTOS	 1.0 WT	 1.600 VOL	 0.018 MODE









K,	 11SElt0.L 0.700 .,MCPLXE	 Q 0.	 PRODE	 4.200-NEWEL_	 0.200 DESRPE	 0.50t'
	
k	 P4dR	 2.000 CMPNTS	 0. `CMPID.	 0.0	 PWRFAC	 0.300 CMPEFF	 0.0
NG I H rRT. IIG
	
"	 ENMTHS	 1.0 EkIMTHP	 4.0 ENMTHT	 5.0 ECMPLX	 0.070 PRhIF	 0. 0
PROMICT171
PPMTHS	 5.Q PRMTHF:. 12. 0 LCURVE 0.0	 ECNE 0.0 F_CNS 0.0
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA 1.00'1 TLGTST n1.0 011
PLATFM	 2.0n(I SYSTEM 1.0(l n PhROJ 0.0	 PDATA 1.0011 PTLGTS loon l
A . ._
l
O	 M TOIAL C o S^I
"Y ENGiWE'E.RTI•IG
DRAFTI N IG 2. 3. 4.
DESIGN 2:0
^- SYSTEMS	
.`' 0& fJ. tl.
PROJ MGMT 0. 0 •, 0.
DATA 1. 0• 1.
SHBTOTAL(ENG) 5. 11. 16.
MANUFACTURE-IG
r..w PkODI,)CTIr)N 0. 3g• 39.
PPOTO TYPE 1 r 04, 18.
TOOL-TEST EA 1. 3. 3.
SUBTO TAI_ (MFG) 19 • 42. fi1 .
TO T AL, COST 24. 52. 76.
_ VOL	 0 o 0I IR -A:VCOST 9978 TOTAL AV PROD COST ` 13.10 LCURVE 0.950'
W	 .F,	 t;
	 ECNE 0. t)3	 EUIS 0. 	 SRP^ 0.5n , OESPP,71 0.20+
MECH/STRI)CT
ELLCTRONiTC5
WE	 1.440 WECF 1140286 CMPID 0.0	 PROOF 4.200 MCPLXE 8. 965
P 14R	 .00-I CUPNTS 7. P?^IRFAC 0.30: C'00EFi--u2•%'05
SCHEDI J(_ES
ENMTHS -	 1.000 ENMTHP 4.000 ENMTHT 5.000 ECIAPLX 0.070 ORNF	 0*0
PRMTHS
	
500 fl(I PRMTHF 12.000 AVER. PQOD RATE PER MONTH 0.571
COST RArIGES DEVELOPMENT PRODI)CT'I'n!,l TOTAL COST
FPONA 20 45. h5.
CE^JTF.p P4. 5?_. 76. :k.
OTY	 1. PROTOS	 1e0 WT	 2.700 VOL	 0,030 MODE	 le
QTYSYS	 I. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0e500 AMULTE 130. on96 AMULTM 130.00%
UPI'
00" 27 ^0, MCPLXS : ' 0 di 0'	 PROD!^	 5i,200 NEWST	 0 6 i1 rl ' DESRPS -,,09200
ELECTRONICS
USEVOL 0 * 700 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE	 4 * 200 NEWEL	 0.200 DESRPE	 -0.500
	
y* ^ , %.vlf-x
. 




PROGRAM COST, DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGTNE^-	 I N G
DRAF:TING 2. 5. A*
DESIGN 39 16. 19*
SYSTEMS 0. 0. 0.
RROJ MGMT 0. 0. 0.
DATA -20 0. 2.
SUBTOTAL (ENG) 7, 22'L 29.
MANUFACTUR I NG
PRODUCTTO•J 0. 17. 17.
PROTOTYPE 30. 00 30.
TOOL-TEST ELQ
^ SUBtOTAL (MFG 18.
2.
49.
TOTAL C OST 40o 78,
VOL	 0.03(l AVCOST 17o08 TOTAL AV PROD COST 39,97 LCURVE 0. 942 
WT	 2.700 ECNE. .0 055 ECNS 0s020 DESRPE 0o500 DESPRS- 0.200
MECH/I;TPUCT
WS	 0.270 WSCF 9.0 00 MECTD 0.0	 PRODS 5 * 200 MCPLXS 6.778
ELECTRONICS
VIE	 2*430 WECF 115o714 CMPTD n.0	 PRnDE 4.200 MC0 1- YE Be 982
PVJR	 no o CMPNTS 7. PWRFAC 0	 30 f) CMPEFF-52*626
SCHEDULE S  
ENMTH(; - -	 1.00 1 ENMTHP 4. 0 n ; ENMTH T 5. n0 	 ECMPLY 0. 07 ^ PR^-IF 0.c
PRMTHS	 5.0011 PRMTHF 12 e on 0 AVERo PROD RATE PER %10r.ITH 0.143
COST R ANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTTOIA TOTAL COST
FROM 320 35. 670
CEPATr, -R 38 40s 780
TO 47* 46s 94.
5Tt4TEGRA.TED RPS CO: 8/14l76	 /Q^S Cpil1/^I^	 C
(STY
	
2. PROTOS 1.0 WT 2.700 VOL 0.030 MODE 1
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGF n. -go o INTEGS 0.50o AMULTE 130.0'?96 AMULTM 13000(j%
1 :r MECH/STRU6T f	 _




0.7no MCPLXE 0.0 PRODE 4.20n NEWEL 0.200 DESRPE 0.501
:.:	 :.PlR	 2^1C?fl.:;.CMPt\t5:. O.:CM:PhD 0.0. PWRFAC 0.30f1 CMPEFF 0.0
^{ EN.GINEERING
ENMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP 4.0 ENMTHT 590 ECMPLX 0.070 PRNF 0.0
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS	 b. 0^. RtA	 H , .. >1	 .0. LCURVE 0.0	 F_CNE 000 MIS 000
GLOBAL`
YEAR S .0 % PR J T .0
	
DATA 1.000 TLGTSi .0Lli]
C, PLATEN	 2.009 SYSTEM 1.000 P-PROJ 0.	 PDATA 1.0On PTLGTS 1.0n
ar LCURVE IS BASED ON PRODUCTION SCHF-Dt)LE OF	 7.15MOt,ITHS.
PROGRAPh.COST
.
DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIONl TOTAL COST
ENOT HEF-R ING
0 R A F T I N G 2. 4, 6,
DESIGN 3. 12. 15.
SYSTEMS, 0. 0 0 0.
PROJ MGMT (t. 00 00
DATA 2. n. 2.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 7. 16. 23.
MAtlIJFACTI!RING
PRODUCTTON 00 33. -33.
-.
 "TPRn ^}YPE 30. 0 30.
TOOL-TEST Eta 1. 2. 3.-
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 31. 35. 66.
38.. 51. 89,TOTAL COST
VOL	 Q.03.0'AVCOST 16.42 TOTAL. AV PROD COST 25.29 LCURVE 0.953
WT	 2.70f^ ECNE 0*039 ECNcj 0.n1.5 DESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 0.200
.:' MECH/STRUCTF I 'VS	 0.270 vISCF 9.0no MECID 0.0	 PRODS 5.20') MCPLXS 6.77A 3a
WE: '	 2.430' 145CF 1.1.5.714 CMPID 0.0 -	 PRODE 4.20n MCp t XE 8.982
P NR	 2.0nn ICMPNTS 70 P!IRFA.0 0.3V CMPEFt=-52.626
SCHEDI JLES
' ENI'4THS	 1.0n1) ENMTHP 4. nW) EHM THT 5.000 ECMPLX 0. '70 PR t IF n.')
PRMTHS	 5. Of) t1 PRMTHF 12. nnfj AVER. PROD RATE PER MONITH 0.286
COST RAt^1GE5 DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 32: 4«. _76
CENTER 38. 51. 84,




5 NUGRATED RPS CO :' B/i4/6	 /CJ^S	 CO^/4	 G
INPUT . DATA
k*
(QTY	 3. PR6TQS 1 0 WT	 2.700 VOL0.030 MODE	 1.
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS	 0.500 AMULTE 130 * 00% AMULTM	 130.0 !-)v n
.MECH/STUGT
0'`.276 ` MCPL.XS. `' 0.0	 pR4DS	 5.200 NEWST^	 0.600 DESRPS	 0..?_00
ELECTRONICS
USEVOL 0.700 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE	 4.200 NEWEL	 0.20n DESRPE	 0.500
U.	 000,
ENGicaErRSr.1G .'





U.P.R. I^tTHF 12.0 LCURVE . 0.0	 ECNE	 0.0 ECrJS 0..1
GLOBAL






I PR OD UCTI O N  S	 L	 7.4F3M.000 PT
LGTS 1000
LCURVE	 I_. ERASED
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGII iEF.RIINIG
DRAFTING 2. 4, 6.
DESIGN 3. 12. 15.
s SYSTEMS 00 06 0.
PROJ MGMT 0: 0. 00
_ DATA 2. in .. 2{
t	 Tn	 L	 N 6. 23.
MANUFACTURING
PROTOTYPE 30. 00. .306
TOOL--TEST Eta:' 1. ` 3. 4.
Sll_TOTAL(M	 ). 31. 51. 82.
TOTAL COST 38. 67. 105.
V01_	 0.030 AVCOST 16.07 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 22.28 LCURVE 0.451
Y WT	 2.700 ECNE 00034 ECNS 0.015 OESRPE 0.5MI DESPR5 0.200
{	 tom; MECH/STRIICT




WE	 2.430 WEGF 11.5.714 CMPID 000	 PRODE	 4.200 MCQLXE BogR2




1.000 E1\IMTHP 4.0q`l ENMTHT	 5.0,? 	 FECMPLX 0.071 PRCIF 0. fl,
PRMTHS	 5.0:10 PR.MTHF 12000 AVER. PROD RATE PFR MONTH 0.429
COST RAi IGF_S DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ROM 32 . 58. 89.
f,r< CENTER 3A. 67. 105.
Tn 47. 80. 128.




' 5INTEGRATED . RPS CO U14/76...
	
JQ1^5	 Cbd/FI^i G ^
? OTY	 5. PROTOS 1.0 WT 2.700 VOL	 09030 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGF_ 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AM_ULTE	 130.0;-, % AMULT Iv1 130.r?!1%
` MECH/STRUCT
H!S	 0.270  MCP LXS 0}.0	 PRODS 5.200 NE lWST	 0.600 OESRPS 0.20n y_
ELECTRONICS
USEVOL	 0.700 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL	 0.200 OESRPE 0.51)
P^r1P..
	




1.0 ENMTHP 4.0 EfJMTHT 5.0 ECMPLX	 0.n70 PRrIF 0.0
' PRODUCTION -
,. RMT S	 _ .0 PRMTH 12.0 LCtJRVE 0.0	 ECNE	 0.0 ECrJS 0.n
' GL.OBAL
YEAR	 .	 _._ PRO . U	 MATA	 1. 000 TLGTS I . oo
r" PLATFM	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.0011 PPROJ 000	 PDATA	 1.0 07 -) PTLGTS 1.00
I_CURVE IS RASED ON PRODUCTIONI SCHEDULE OF 	 7.89MOt-ITHS.
4
PROGRAM COST	 ". DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
i^	 _
t nRAFTING 2. 4;. 6,.
DESIG(\I 3. 12. 15.
SYSTEMS 00 00 0.
DATA 20 0. 2.
SUB TOTAL (ENG) 7-. 16 23.
MANUFACTURING
„P iUi UC'C I t^f^! o.:. .78. 78. 
PRO	 TYPE' 30. 00 30.
TOOL-TEST Eta 1. 4. 6.
I _SUBTOTAL(MFG) 31. _83. 113.
\ TOTAL COST 38.. 98. 136.
VOL
	
0,.030 AVCOST 15.60 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 19.6' LCURVE 0..94q




0.270 WSCF 9.0011 MECID 0. i)	 PRODS	 5.200 MCPLXS 6.778
LLECTRONTCS
WE	 2.430 WECF 115.714 CMPID 0,.0	 PRODE	 4.200 MCPLXE 8.982
y P+nIR	 2.0n9 CMPNTS 7. P^JRFAC	 0.300) C^IpEFP-52.626
SCHEDULES
FrIMTHS	 1.000 Ell IMTHP 4.00"	 EUPATHT	 5.0i7 ,-, ECMPLX	 0. c07,) DRHF 0.1)
PRMTHS	 5* 0 1W PRMTHF 12,00n AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.714 e
COST RANGES DEVELOPMErIT PRODUCTIONI TOTAL COST
FROM 32. 84. 116.
^...
CENT1= R 38. P8. 136.









5-INTEGRATEDRPS CO 8/14/76	 WAJAI	 V
_ .
INPUT DATA
! (QTY	 1. PROTOS 1.0-WT 3.800 VOL	 0.042 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTN1 130.0n%
t< MECH/STRUCT '




i USEVOL	 0.700 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL	 0.200 DESRPE 0.500 3
Z. 00 U CMPNIb, 00 c m PZ t_J usu	 PWRFA(;	 u•1513 l 4	 EFL U . C7
^f
E ENGTNEERING r..





5.0 PRMTHF 12.0 LCURVE 0.0	 ECl`lE	 0.0 ECN5 .0
GLOBAL
j YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 1.00,E TLGTST 1.0(10
PLATFM	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ 011 0 	 PDATA	 1.000 PTLGTS 1.00
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FNG I NIEER I FIG
DRAFTING 3. 7. 10.
DESIGN 4. 21. 25..,
f	 (F SYSTEMS 00 0. 00
PROJ MGMT D. 00 0.
DATA 2. 0. 3.
i
SUBTOTAL ( ENG) 9. 28. 37.
I
` M NI 1FACTURING
I	 ^^ PRODtCTION 0. 23. 23.'
PROTOTYPE 41. 00 41.
t...ti SUBTOTAL (MFG) = 42. 25. 67.
TOTAL COST 51. 53. 104•
VOt_
	
0.042 AVCOST 23.29 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 52.57 I_CURVE 0.94 2
WT	 3.800 ECNE 0.055 ECNS 0.020 DESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 0.20;'
' CH/STRt)0TW4	
380 WSCF 9.048 MECID 0.0	 PLODS	 5.200 MCPLXS 6.780
I	
^I ELECTRONICS
{ WE	 3. 420 WECF 116.327 CMPID 0.0	 PRODE	 4.20g MC_'PLYE_ 8. 9 t'0
PWR	 2.0tll CMPNTS 7. PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFF-59.41
SCHEDI 1LE5
Eh1MTHS	 1.007' ENMTHP 4. n[10 Ef, IMTHT	 5.09r ECMPLX	 0. 0 PRNF 0. f1
PRMTHS
	
5.009 PRMTHF 12.0Ll't	 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONITH 0.143
s
CQc;T RANGE: DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
aFROM 43. 47.
CEMTFP, ' 51. 53. 104.
TO 64. 61a 125.
i
219
{ -,INTEGRATED RPS CO 8/14/76
(
INPUT DATA
QTY	 2. PROTOS 1.0 WT 3.800 VOL 0.042 MODE 1.
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.0 r% AMULTM 130.00%
^j . .MECH/STRUCT
JS	 0..3ti0 MCPLXS Q.0 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0600 DESRRS 0200
C	 `l ELECTRONICS
USEVOL	 0.700 MCPLXE 0.0 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.20n DESRPE 0.500
PWR




1.0 ENMTHP 4.0 ENMTHT 5.0 ECMPLX 0.070 PRNF 0.0
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS	 5.0 PRMTHF 12.0 LCURVE 0.0 ECNE 0.0. ECNS 0•.O
GLOBAL
Y	 8. ESC 0.0 PROJCT 0.0 DATA 1.000 TLGTS 1' 1. Oil ,t
PLATFM	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ 0.0 PDATA 1000 PTLGTS 1.0n
LCURVE IS RASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 7.17M;NTHS.
i PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION _TOTAL COST
a \	 ._ El	 r"° DRAFTING 3., 5. 8.
DESIGH 4, 15. 19.}
SYSTEMS. 01 0. 04
PROD MGMT 04. 04 06,
DATA 20 00 3.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 9, 20. 29..}	 i
MANUFACTURIM13
PRODUCTION 0 45. 45.y^
PROTOTYPE 41.
0, 41.
TOOL-TESL" En 2. 3. 4.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 42. 47. 900
TOTAL COST 51. 67. 119.
`^. VOL -	 Q.042. AVCOST 22.40 TOTAL AV PROD COST 33.75 LCURVE 0.953




0.380 WSCF 9.048 MECID 000 PRODS 5.200 mCP1_XS 6.780
'LL ILCTRON1CS
WE	 3.420 WECF 116.327 CMPID 0110 PRODE 4.200 MCPLXE 8.990	 7	 ^
PWR
	




1.0WI ENMTHP 4.00" EHMTHT 5.0WI ECM PLX 0.07-0 PRMF 0.0

























SNTEGRATED • RPS :CO	 8/14/76 2PS coy 4
INPUT DATA(QTY	 4. PROTOS 1.0 WT 7.500 VOL	 0.083 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1, INTEGE 09500 INTEGS 0.50n AMULTE 130.00% AMULTNi 130.00% s-
a^(.
MECH/STRUGT:
H1S .	 X06750 MCPLXS 0 0	 PRODS 5.200 NEtIS.T	 0.600 DESRPS 0.200 io
ELECTRONICS
i USEVOL	 09700 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL	 0.200 DESRPE 0.500





1 .0 ENMTHP 4.0 ElIMTHT 5.0 ECNIPLX	 0.0 	 0 PRN 0. () 2
(f
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS_	 5.0.PR.MTHF 12.0 LCURVE 0.0	 ECNE	 000 ECNS 00
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1979. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 1.00 +1 TLGTS! 1.011'
PLATFM	 2_.Ono SYSTEM 1.00"1	 POROJ O,n	 PDATA	 1.000 PTLGTS 1.00
LCURVE IS BASED 01\1 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF	 7.79MOrITHS.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIONJ TOTAL COST
7
ENGINEP-RING
DRAFTING 5. Be 13.
DESIGN 7. 24. 30.
SYSTEMS 0. 0. 0.
PROJ MGMT 0. 00 O'•
DATA 4. 1. 5.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 15. 32. 48.C
MANUF AC TUR I tIG
--
1
PRODUCTIO N. 00 1,58.
PROTOTYPE 74. 0. 74.
TOOL-TEST EQ 3. Be 11. 	
^-'-SUBTOTAL(MFG) 77. 165. 242.
E,
TOTAL COST Q2.. 198. 290.
I
VOL	 0.083 AVCOST 39.38 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 49.41 LCt1RVE 0.950




	 0.750	 'AISCF 9. n36 MEC ID 0.0	 PRODS	 5.2011 MCPLXS 6.78 n
ELECTRONTCS
t WE	 6.750 InIECF 116.179 CMPID 0411)	 PRODE	 4.200 %1CPLXE 8.9?:?
PWR	 2-000     CMPNT.S 7. Ptin1RFAC	 0.30;1 CMPEFF -72.A24
r	 t SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.00'1 17NMTHP 4,00',	 ErdMTHT	 5.00	 ECMPLX	 0.`17'? PRNF 0. 1 l
-	 PRMTHS	 5.000 PRMTHF 12.0(1 ? AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.571
- COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
. 169. 246.
CENTER 92. 198. 290.





INTEGRATED. ~RPS 'CO	 9/14/76 ^DgG4
i	 ( INPUT DATA
(STY	 1. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9.400 VOL
	
"0.104 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1.	 INTEGE .0.500 INTEGS 0.,500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTM .13010'%
MECH/STRUCT






0o700 . MCPLXE (T..O
	
PRODE , 4.200 NEWEL
	
0.200 DESRPE '	 0.500
PWR	 2.OnO .CMPNTS 0. CMPID 0.0 PWRFAC	 0.300 CMPEFF 0.0,
ENGI NEERTHG








YEAR	 1978. ESC -0.0 % PROJCT 0.0 DATA	 1.Onf) TLGTST 1.00
PLATFM	 2.000 SYSTEM 1,000 PI D ROJ 0.0 PDATA	 1.00;^ P TLGTS 1.00
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINEERING
OR
DES I GN 81 39.
1	 ;
46.
SYSTEMS 0. 0. 0.
PROJ MGMT 0. 0. 00
DATA 5. 1. 50
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 180 53. 71.
MAnIUFACTiJRI^]G
PRODUCTION no 52. 52.
PROTOTYPE 90. 0.. 90.
r TOOL-TEST EQ 4. 3. F.
SUPTOTAL(MFG) 94. 55. 149,
TOTAL COST 1:12.. 107. 219.
VOL	 0.104 AVCOST 51.99 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 107.27 LCURVE 0.942
e' WT	 9.400 ECNE 0*055 ECNS 0.020 DESRPS 0,500 QESPRS 0.20'^
_s
M C	 S RIJ T
^nfS
	
n.940 WSCF 9. n3F MEC ID 010 PRODS
	 5.20 D +i1CPLXS 6.780
ELECTRONICS
WE	 8.460 WECF 116.209 Z!MPID 0.0 0	 ..	 0, P L X t" 0,89	 `-




ENMTHS	 1.000 ENMTHP 4.0n!? EHMTHT 5.00' ECMPLX	 0. i17) PRf IF _ 0.0
PRMTHS	 5.0	 PRMTHF 12.0	 AVER. PROD RATE PER MnFITH n.143
i COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL CAST









INTEGRATED RPS CONFIG F
4{
{ (QTY :	 go PROTnS T.0 WT 9.400 VOL	 0.104 MODE 1.
QTYSYS	 1., INTEGE 0".50 17 TNTEGS 0.50 1  AMULTE 130. o r %, AMULTM 130.0%
MECH/STRUCT
WS (	 0.940 MCPLXS 0.0	 PRODS 5.200	 r lE'^JST	 0.6017 DESRPc 0.20•




PLATFM	 2.0Q ' SYSTEM 1.00x'	 P«RO.1 0.0	 PDATA	 1 .00,`1 PTLG?'S 1 .00
t._CIJrRVE TS BASED ON PROD JCTI o t-1 SCHEDULE OF	 8.3QMOhITHS.
I; PROGP'AM COST DFVELOPMENT PP 001 ICTTO , TOTAL COS T
- :-	 ,





PROD MG",1T 0. 0.	 _ 0.




PROTOTYPE 90. 0. on,
TO r"I_-TEST FO -	 4: 16. 20. -
-.
CTOTAL. COST 1.12. u29. 5u l .
VOL
	
0.104 AVCnST 46.23 TOTAL AV PROD C 1ST	 53. ^; H J_C'14VE 0.949 Y
NT	 0.400 ECr1E 0. r'4u ECIJS 0.016 DESRP , 	0.50 nESrjPt._ 0.2
MECH/STRUCT





' ,IECF 116.P09 C m PID 0.ri	 PPOnE	 4.2r l ?C ?LYF H.9 7"
P A IR	 2.09. 	 CMPI'1TS 7. p'rIRFAC	 0.30 *, C'41P17FR=-77.283
6 _	 '
i SCHMULFS
4( F_! 1,4THS	 1.On o EHMTHR 4.0	 Er IMTHT	 5. Ct 1''+ ECMPLX	 0 .	 7 1 P R> F ^ . g
7




Ell 5- ws COVEZ4
8/14/76	 INTEGRATED HVS
INPUT DATA
Q.Y	 ..PRO OS 1.0 WT 1.600 VOL	 0.017 MODE 1.
QTYSYS•
	
le-INTEGE.:0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTM 130,00%
WS	 0.200 MCPLXS 0 * 0	 PRODS 5.200 NEWST	 0.601) DESRPS 0.200
USEVOL	 0.850 MCPLXE. O.Q	 PRODE. 4 * 200 NEWEL	 0.150 DESRPE 0.500




1.0 ENMTHP 8 .0 ENMTHT 9.0 ECMPLX	 0.20n PRNF 0.n
c	 ,° PRODUCTIOPI
PRMTHS	 9. 0 PRMTHF 15.0 LCURVE 0.0	 ECNE	 n.0 ECPIS 0.0
t	 ; GLOBAL
.w YEAR	 19790 ESC 090 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 1.00 TLGTST 1.0n'1
PLATFM	 2 * 000 SYSTEM 1._000 PPROJ 0.0	 PDATA	 1*00fl PTLGTS 1.00
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION! TOTAL COST
ENG WEER It IG
(...: DRAFTING 3. 3. 61
DESIGN 5. 9. -15.
,SYSTEMS 0. 01, 0.
-- PROJ MG',AT 0. - 0. 00 i,.:
DATA 1. n. 10
St_1_	 0 -
	L	 N	 ) 130
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION .
^. PROTOTYPE ` 13. 00 13.
TOOL-TEST EG 1. 1. 2.
SUBTOTAL M G 1s.' 9. 24.	 -t
TOTAL COST 23, 22. 45.i
VOL
	
0.017 AVCOST 8.59 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 21.90 LCURVE 0,.947




0.200 WSCF 11.765 MECID 0.n	 PRODS	 5.20 n 'MCPLXS 6.H97
ELECTRONICS
WE	 1.4nO WECF P6.886 CMPID 000	 PRODS	 4.20E MCPLXS 8.731
PWR
	
2.001) CMPNTS 7. P14RFAC 0.300 CMPEFf- -40.'i---1
SCHEDULE
ENMTHS	 1.000 E^IMTH P S. On ! )	 ErIMTH'T 9.000 ECyPI_X	 0.201 PRI'1F 0. t)
i PRMTHS	 9.00t1 PRMTHF 15.0t, ?-AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0167
COST RANGES DEVFl_OPMENT pRODIJCTIQtl TOTAL .COST
FROM 20. 20. 300
CENTER 2.3. 2 , 45.
TO 29. 25. 54.
It 224i
8/14/76
	 INTEGRATED HVS RvS L'OAIF14
! INPUT DATA
QTY	 2. PROTOS 1.0 WT 19600 VOL 0.017 MODE 1.
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE MOIJ INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTN'l 130.0)%
MECH/STRUCT
WS	 0.200 MCPLXS 0.0 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0.6011 DESRPS 0.20:?
-' ELECTRONTCS
USEVOL, 0.850 MCPLXE.,.0.0 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.150 DESRPE 0.50'i
1	 _; PIPIR
	 2 noo CMPNTS 0. CMPID 0.0. PWRFAC 0.30n CtAPEFF 0.0
ENGIr,.IEERING
.f EHMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP 8.0 ENMTHT 9.0 EC1 ,4 PLX 0.20n PRrdF -	 0.0
PRO U	 TOrl
PRMTHS	 9.0 PRMTHF 15.0 LCURVE 0.0 ECNE 000 ECrIS 0.0
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PRnJCT o. n DATA 1 * 00 n TLGTST 1. o0il
PLATFM	 2.0n(' SYSTEM 1.00 ! ) PPROJ 0.0 PINATA 160Of-! PTLGTS 1. 00
LCURVt IS HA-,LU 01\4 ., 	 SCHtDOLL IF 60... MORTHS.
a
PROG RAW1 COST DE VELOPMENT PRODUCTION TO rAl_ COST
ENG IHEER TNG
i
i nPAFTTMG 3. 2. 5.
DESIGN 5. 6. 11.
SYSTEMS 0. 0._. _ 0.i PROD MGMT 0. 0. 0.
DATA 1. 00 1.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 90 80 17.
MANUFACTI )RING 
PRODUCTION 00 17. 17.
PROTOTYPE 13. _ 06 13.
TOOL -TEST ECG 1. 1. 2 •
.p
SUBTOTAL (MFG) 15. 18. 32.
JOT AL COST - 23. 26. 49.'
VOL
	
0.017 AVCOST 8.26 TOTAL AV PROD COST 13.03 LCURVE 0,954
WT	 _	 U ECNE 0 . 0 3^ ECNS 0. !l 4 DESRPE 0,50 1 ) D SPRY 0. 20 i
MECH/STRUCT
ELECTRONICS_
WE : _	 1.4!10 IPJECF 96 SP6 CMPID 0.0 PRODE 4.20•` iN4CPLXE 8.731
W	 _ . i wj	 MPNTS 7. PIARFAC 0930 . ' C 14PEF ;_ - 40.4;, 1 	_.
i
SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.00 1 1 EtIMI THP 8.Wl-A ENMTHT 9.0t1 l ECMPL.X	 0.2011 oRtlF 0.0
PPMTHS	 (?000' PRMTHF 15.00r1 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH TTa3:5
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIriki	 TOTAL CnST
FRnM 20. 23. 43.
CF^ITER 23. 26. 49.
LA .r
sn+r	 ---
RATED HVS	 14vs CovAle A	
-
INPUT DATA
(STY	 3. PROTOS	 1.0 WT	 1.600 VOL	 0.017 MODE	 1.
• .	
0 M.0	 . _ (	 MULTNI. ^196
MECH/STRUCT









2.00n1 CMPNTS Q. CMPID : 0.0	 PWRFAC	 09300 CMPEFF 0..0
t
ENMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP R.0 ENMTHT 9.0 ECMPLX	 0.200 PRNF 000
PRODUCTION
'.. PRMTHS	 9._0 PRMTHF 1.500 LCURVE 090	 ECNE	 0.0 ECNS 000
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 1.000 TLGTST 1.0{0f,
PLATFM	 2.00n SYSTEM 1.000 PP ROJ 00 0 	PDATA	 1.0'til) PTLGTS 11011
:.. LCURVE IS BASED ON'PRODUCTIOR! SCHEDULE OF 	 7.1AMONTHS.;
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODOCTION TOTAL COST
` ENG U IEl"R I NG
.- DRAFTING 3. 2. 5.
DESIGN<I 5. 6. 1^	 '
SYSTEMR 0. 00 0.
PROJ MGMT ob 0. 0
DATA 1. _ 0. 17
rUBTOTAL (ENG) Q. 8. 17.
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION ^. 24. 24.
PROTOTYPE 13. 00 13.
TOOL-TEST En 1. 2. a.
SURTOTAL(MFG) 15. 26. 41.
TOTAL COST 23, 34, 58.
VOL	 0.(l17 AVCOST 8.09 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 11.43 LCURVE 0.952
WT	 1.60G ECNE 0.033 ECHS 0.014 DESRPE 0.50 DESPRS 0.2nj
MECH/STRUCT l
ws	 0.200 WSCF 11.765 MECIO -	 000	 PRODS	 5.2OO -MCPLXS_ 6.897	 !;
ELECTRONICS
WE	 1.404 INE-CF 96 * 8ft6 CMP I D 0.0	 PRODE	 4. 200 MCPL XE 8.731
RWR	 2.0n	 CMPNTS 7. PWRF.AC	 0.3OO CMPEFr-40.L^,L1
SCHEDULES
_ENMTHS	 1.001 ENMTHP 8.000 F_NMTHT	 9.00	 ECMPLX 0.200 PRNF -	 0.11
PRMTHS	 9000 PRMTHF 15.000 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.501,a
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTTOrl TOTAL COST
FROM 20. 30. 50.
-




8/14/76 : INTEGRATED HVS
	 ws _-
INPUT DATA
QTY	 1. PROTOS 1.0 WT 3.200 VOL 0.035 MODE 1.
q YSYS :.NT EGE 0,.,00	 INT GS .,0.5011 AMULTE 130.00% AMULT^"l 130.O0%
-MECH/STRUCT




0.850 MCPLXE 0.'0	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.150 DESRPE 0.500
;_. PWR	 2.0110 CMPNTS 00 CMPID 0.0	 PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFF 0.0
.w
ENGINEERING
ENMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP 8.0 ENMTHT 990 ECMPLX 0.200 PRNF 000 -
PRODUCT1,0N .
PRMTHS	 9.0 PRMTHF 15.0 LCURVE 000	 ECNE 0.0 EONS 000
;. YEAR	 197A. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT O.0	 DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1.000
PLATFM	 2.00 n SYSTEM 1.0t1O	 P f3 ROJ 000	 PDATA 1.00n PTLGTS 1.00
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENG,I HEER I NG
..	 7 . 5. .
DESIGN 81 15. 23.
SYSTEMS 0. 01 0.
PROJ MGMT
DATA 1. 00 1. I
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 14. 20. 34
MANUFACTURING
_ PROOUCTION 00 15. 15.'
PROTOTYPE. 24. 0. 24.<
TOOL-TEST Eta 2. 1. 3, 4	 3
SUBTOTAL (MFG 1 26. 16. 42.
TOTAL COST 40. 36. 769
VOL
	
0.035 AV COST 15.29 TOTAL AV PROD COST 36.27 LCURVF_ 0,947
WT	 3.200 ECNE 0.050 ECNS 0.020 DESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 0.20 11
MECH7ST RUCT
r WS	 09400 WSCF 11.429 MECID_ 060	 PRODS 5.200 MCPLXS 6.8'4
ELECTRONICS
. MU U WLCF . 94.1 18 (j
PWR	 2.000 CMPNTS 7. PUJRFAC 0.300 CMPEFF-53.913
cCHEL)LJLES
ENMTHS	 1.000 ENMTHP 8.0011 FNMTHT 9.00,) ECMPLX 0.2031 PQ.HF 0.1^
PRMTHS
	
9.0Q!? PRMTHF 15.00 n AVER. PPOD RATE_ PER MONTH 0.167
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
PROM 34. 32. 66.
CENTFR 409 36. 76.














VAS	 00400 MCPLXS 00.0 PRODS 50200 NEWST 0.60n DESRPS 0.200
ELECTRONICS




PRMTHS	 9.0 PRMTH 15.0 LCURVE O.O ECNE 0.0 EC[;IS 000
GLOFiAL
YEAR	 lq7go ESC 0.0 % PROJCT O.n DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1.0"1i1
+. PLATFM	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ 0. n PDATA 1.0013 PTLGTS 1.01)
LCURVE IS BASED ON PRODLICTIOf•I SCHEDIILF_ OF 6.86MONTHS,
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST	 .'
NGI[IE' RING
DRAFTING 4. 3. A.
^ DESIGN ^..•^^"`` A. 10. 18.
.YS
	 MS 0. 0. 0.
PR'OJ MGMT 0. o, 0 •
DATA 1. 0. 1.[ 13. 1




TOOL -TEST EQ 2. 2. 4.
U 31. 57.
j:
TOTAL COST 40, 4LL,, 85.
VOL
	
0.035 AVCOST 14.71 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 2.24 LCURVE 0.954





	 E[-,IMTHS	 1.00,1 ENMTHP	 8.011;1 EHMTHT 9.00i) €CNIPLX n.20 PRtIF 	 ll.;l
P.RMTHS
	



















PRODE 4.200 MCPLXE 8.690
PWR




<8/14/76	 INTEGRATED HVS NV S	 eD/VF/rj ?'
---I	
', INPUT DATA
(QTY	 5. PROTOS 1.0 WT 3.200 VOL 0.035 MODE 1.
QTYSYS	 1 INTEGE 0.500 ,INTEGS . 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTM 130.00%
`MECH/STRUCT
WS	 0.400 MCPLXS 0.0 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0.600 DESRPS 0.20+-
ELECTRONICS
USE,VOL.	 0..850 MCPLXE. 0.0	 .:. PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.150 DESRPE 0.500
,. PWR	 2.000 CMPNTS 0. CMPID 0.0- 'PWRFAC 0.30G CMPEFi= 0.0
ENGINEERING




90 PRMTHF 15.0 LCURVE 0.0 F_CNE 010 ECNS 0.0
i GCOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0 DATA 1.000 TLGTST- 1.00f)
PLATFM	 2.00f? SYSTEM 1.00n PPROJ 0.0 PDATA 1.000 PTLGTS 1.0 0
- PROGRAM COST DE VELOPMENT PRODUCTIOt,,l TOTAL COST




DE$TGPI 81. 10. 19.
SYSTEMS tl. 0. 0.j
PROJ MGMT 0. 0. 0.
DATA 1 0 _ 1.
SUBTOTAL(F_NG) 14. 14. 28.
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION 0. 70. 70.
PROTOTYPE 24. 0. '24.
TOOL-TEST EO 2. 4. 6.
t `` SUBTOTAL(MFG) 26. 74. 100.
TOTAL COST 40. 86. 128.
VOL	 0.035 AVCOST 14000 TOTAL AV PROD COST 17.56 LCLJR'/E 0.951
WT	 3.200 ECNE 09034 ECNS 0.015 DESRPE 0.501, DESRRS 0.20,)
MECH/STRUCT
W -s	 004011 WSCF _	 i *20 0 «CPLXS 6.4
ELECTRONICS
E	 2 A00 WECF q4 ii8 CMPID 0 0	 PRODE 4 20 n MCP	 E 8	 9J ^ ..	 .
 LX	 .6 0
PWR




ENINITHS	 1.00x) ENMTHP 8.000 ENMTHT 9,000 ECMPLX	 0.2013 PRNF	 n. n
-	 PRMTHS	 9.00 0- PRMTHF 15.000 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.833
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTTON TOTAL COST
FROM 34. 76.. 110,
r.	 CENTER 40. 128.
rx
229
C	 56/1476 ''	 INTEGRATED HVS	 ^V P	 CC/VP/!^	 C
INPUT DAT	 -
(	 OTY	 1. PROTOS	 1.0 WT	 4.500 VOL	 0.050 MODE	 1.
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE	 0.5on INTEGS•	 0.500 AMULTE 130.0095 AMULTM 130.09%
n,	 MECH/STROCT .
WS	 0.600 MCPLXS	 0.0	 PRODS	 5.200 nIEWST	 0.600 DESRPS	 0.20+7
-'^	 ELECTRONICS
USEVOL	 0.850 MCPLXE	 0.0;	 PRODE	 4.200 NEWEL	 0.150 DESRPE	 0.500
t
ENGINEERING	 r..
0920 0 PRrAF	 000
PRODUCTION
k	 r .	
.PRMTHS	 . i 9. G PRMTHF .:	 15.0 LCURVE	 0.0	 F_Cc JE	 - 0.0	 ECNS	 0.0
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC	 0.n % PROJCT	 09 0 	DATA	 1.000 TLGTST	 i.Ott^
^i	 PLATFM	 2.00ft SYSTEM	 1.000 PPROJ	 0.0	 PDATA	 1.00n PTLGTS	 1.00
PROGRAM COST	 DEVELOPMENT	 PRODUCTION	 TOTAL COST
ENGINEFRTNGi	
DRAFTING	 5.,	 6.:	 12:
DESIGN	 -	 11.	 18.	 29.
SYSTEMS	 0.	 0.'	 0.
PROD MGMT	 00	 0.	 0.
DATA	 is	 00	 2
--^ ;
	
SUBTOTAL (EDIG)	 180	 25.	 42.
M A NUF A TUR I N 	 3








TOTNL COST	 52.	 46.	 _97.
VOL	 0.050 AVCOST	 19.02 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 45.71 LCURVE	 0.947
UtT
	
4.500 ECNE	 0.049 F_C.NIS	 0.0121 DESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 	 0 a2O'i.^
MECH/STRUCT
WS	 0.600 WSCF	 12.000 MF_CID	 000	 PRODS	 5.200 MCPLXS	 6.906
ELECTRONICS
WE	 3.900 PIECF	 91.765 CMPID	 0.0	 PRODE	 4,200".MCPLXE	 8.655
P +AS R 	 2.00n CMPNTS	 7.	 -PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFt=-60.270
\	 SCHEDt 1LE5
ENMTHS	 1.000 Et\.IMTHP	 A.000 ENMTHT	 9.000 ECMPLX 0.204 PRNF 	 0.0
PRMTHS	 P.00 1 PRMTHF	 15.007 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH	 0.167
COST RANGES	 DEVELOPMENT	 PRODUCTION	 TOTAL COST
FROM'	 4LL, 	 41.,	 85.
CENTER	 52.	 46.	 .97.
TO	 63.	 53.	 116.




58/14/76	 INTEGRA TED' HVS	 Fjl^s CO l^/^t	 L4
R
INPUT UAIA
QTY	 8. PROTOS 1.0 WT 4.500 VOL 0.050 MODE 1.
..
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130 * 00% AMULTM 130.00%
< MECH/STRUCT
WS	 0.60(? MCPLxS 0.0 -	 PRODS	 ^ 5 ?On NE FIST
-	 -
O. fiO,') DESRPS 0.20 0
.Y ELECTRONICS
USEVOL	 0.850 MCPLXE 010	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.150 DESRPE 0.50'!
P.WR
	
2..0.00 ;CMPNTS 09 CMPID 060	 PWRFAC 0. 300 CMPEFI= 000
ENGI 4EER i1 
'I NMTHS
	
100 ENMTHP A.0 ENMTHT 9.0 ECMPLX 0.200 PRNF 000
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS : PRMTHF 15.0 LCURVE 0..0ECNE 000 EONS 000
:., GLOBAL
•
Y R 1, TST f. o T.)
(_) PDATA 1.00 PTLGTS 1.00
_LCARVF IS•BASEDYOMEPRODUCTIOPPSCHEDULLnOF 7.92MOHTHS.
-PROGPAM-COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
^. N	 rR.fl
DRAFTING 5. 5. 10.
DESIGN 11. 14. 25.
SYSTEMS 00 0. 0.
PROJ MGMT 00 00 0.
DATA 1. 00 2.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 18. 19. 37.
a' MAN U F ACTOR I MG
k
PRODUCTION 00 1142. 142.
PROTOTYPE 32. Q. 32.
TOOL-TEST E(J 2. 7: 100
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 34. 149. 183.
' TOTAL COST 52. 169. 220.
VOL.	 0.050 AVCOST 17.76 TOTAL AV PROD COST 21.08 LCURVE 0.94'•1
WT	 4.500 ECNE 0.038 'ECNS 00016 OESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 0.20,1
y MECH/STRUCT
WS	 0.600 WSCF 12000 MECID 000	 PRODS 5.20 1) MCPLXS 6.906
WE	 3.900 WECF 91.765 CMPIO 0.0	 $PRODS 4.2OO MCPLXE 8.655
PWR	 2.000 CMPNTS 7. PWRFAC 0. 30, C' pEF1￿-60.270
SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.0on ElMTHP 8.00 r, ENMTHT 9.0W) ECMPLX 0.201 D RtAF - 0. i1
PRMTHS ,	 Q. (] J,€^ PRMTHF 15. 0!7 .^	 AVER. PROD RATE PEP; MONTH 1.3,
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 44. 145. 18%^.
CENTER 52. 169. 2s'0.
TO 63. 204. 267.
'I ,31





5. PROTOS 1.0 WT 5.700 VOL	 0.073 MODE 1.




O:.Z:34Q MCPLXS 0.0.	 PRODS 5.200 NEWST	 0.600 DESRPS 0.20€)
ELECTRONICS
USEVDL	 0.850 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.20(' NEWEL	 0.150 DESRPE 0.50
E^1G Lr.!EER IMG
..




9.0 PRMTHF :15.0 LCURVE 0.0	 ECNE	 000 ECHS 0.0
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC O.n % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 1.0011 TLGTST 1.000
.+ PLATEN	 2.00 0 SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ 0.0	 PDATA1.000 PTLGTS 1.00
LCURVE IS BASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE_ OF 	 7,63MOrITHS.
.;
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINEERING
DRAFTING 7. 6. 13.
DESIGN 14 17. 31.
SYSTEMS 0 0 0 0
-.`.. PRnJ MG`1T 0. 0. 0.
DATA 2: 0. 3









TOOL'-TEST EO 4. 7. 10.
-SUBTOTAL (M F?;) 0. 142. 192.
TOTAL COST 74., 165. 239.
_.: VOL	 0.073 AVCOST 27.02 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 33.07 LCURVE 0.951 j
WT	 6.700 ECNE 0. 034 ECNS 04015 DESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 0.20,,
` MECH/STRUCT
h? UJ5	 0.84n wSCF 11.507 MECID O.n	 PRODS	 5.200 -\ICPLXS 6.8R7
ElE_CTRONI`4
WE	 5.860 WECF 94.440 CMPID 0.0	 PRO.DE	 4.20f) MC.PLXE 8.695
PWR	 2.0130 CMPniTS 7. P'WRFAC 0.300 CMPFR:=-6A,51A
"f SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.000 ENMTHP 8.0	 ENMTHT	 9.00", ECMPLX 0.20f ! PRHF n.`:'
PRMTHS ,. 9.0011 PRMTHF 15.(t 0	 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.833
{ COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
4
FROM 63. 142. 204.
CENTER 74. 165. 239.
TO 91. 200. 291.
232_
INTEGRATED HVS S COAJF14
INPUT DATA
QTY	 le PROTOS 1.0 WT 9,0011 VOL 0*098 MODE	 1
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0 * 500 AMULTE 130,00% AMULTM	 130-0..0%
MEC /STRUC
.. Ws	 .1. 10t	 MCPLXS 0.0	 PRODS 5.200 NEWST 0. 6 0 DESRPS	 0.2b0
0	 ELECTRONICS
USEVOL 0.850 MCPLXE 0 * 0	 PRODE	 4 * 200 NEWEL
	
0.150 DESRP cE_ 	 0.500
PWR	 2.000 CMPNTS	 0. CMPID	 000	 PWRFAC	 0.300 CMPEFP	 060
ENGINEERING
ENMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP	 8,0 ENMTHT
	




^ 	 9,0 PRMTHF LCURVE	 0-0 ECNE	 .0.1 0.0
' GLOBAL : ,
YEAR	 1978, tSC 0.0	 PROJCT	 0.7-DATA 1 0(7) TLGTST 1.01il
PLATFM	 2.0011 SYSTEM 1;00f) PPROJ	 0.0 PDATA	 1:000 PTLGTS 1.00
PKQijRA'lq 	 CO51 UtVtLUHMLNT PRODUC 1 10111)	 To r)%L C S T
ENGINEER ING
DRAFTING 9. 10. 19.
DESI G R 17. 310 48.
CD SYSTEMS 0. 0. ol
PROJ M6--NAT 0. ol 06





PRODUCTION 0. 39. 39.
PROTOTYPE 61. 0. 61.
TOOL-TEST ECG 5. 2. 7.
SUBTOTAL (MF G) 66. 41. 106.
TOTAL COST 95:w 82. 177.
0,
VOL	 0,098 AVCOST 38.58 TOTAL AV PROD COST 82.41 LCHRVE 0.947
WT
	
9.000 ECNE 0.050 EONS 0,020 DESRPE 0,500 DESPRS 0.201
MECH/STRUCT. .
10;	 1.10 0 Wscr .22_4 ME CID Q.0	 PRODS 5.200 MCPLXS -6. 976--
ELECTRONICS
WE	 7,900 4AECF 94*838 CMPID 0.0	 PRODE 4.200 MCPLYE 8.701
PWR	 2. u o (j c_mPN Ts (m PWRt- AC u . 3'0, 7WE	 (4,
-
SCHEDULES
NM HS	 1.571 EMMTHP A.0011  ENNITHT Z5. Oil I i	 CMPLX 0-20 _PRRA -1 I--0 . T
PR14 THS	 9-000 PRMTHF 15.onO AVER. PROD RATE PER 14 0MTH 0.167
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 80. 73. 153.
CENTER 95. 82. 177.





...°P R OTOS,	 1 * 0.:WT	 ±VOL,0
QTYSYS	 t.. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMI.)LTE 130.0096 AMULTM 130.0096
(	 w5	 1.000 MCPLXS 0.0	 PRODS	 5.200 NEWST	 0.300 DESRPS	 0.200
* (r	 USEVOL 0.'700.MCPL.XE 0.0 : PRODE. 4.?_00 NEWEL 	 0-.030 DESRPE	 0.500
PirfR
	
15 000 ` CMPNTS	 0. CMPI D	 0. n 	PwRFAC	 0.300 CMPEFF	 0.01	
--- --	 -
(1 ENG I NEER I fJG
ENMTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP 6.0 ENM THT	 7.0 ECMPLX	 0.160 PRNF 0.0
i PRODUCTION
PRMTHS	 .7.0 PRMTHF 12&n LCURVE	 0.0 ECNE	 0.0 ECNS 0.0
.# GLOBAL
- YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT	 0.0 DATA	 1.000 TLGTST 1.00
- PLATFM .,2.000.SYSTEM 19000 PPROJ ..	 non PD.ATA	 1.000 PTLGTS 1.00r...
f- Cl1RVE IS BASED OM,. PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 5.29MONTHS.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIO^l TOTAL COST
ENG TMEER ING
DRAFTING- 1. 6. _.
- 1;.... DESIGN 2. 19. 21.
SYSTEMS. 0. 0. 0.
PROD M MT no 0. 00 j
(4; DATA 19 0. 1.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 5. 25. 30. a
{	 ;. MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION 0.' ^1« 21.:
i PRoToTYPE 31. 0. 31 v
TOOL-TEST Ea 2. 1. 4.
;UBTOTAL(MFG) 33. 22. 55.
1... TOTAL CDST 38. 47. 85
VOL	 0.050 AVCOST 20.79 TOTAL AV PROD COST 47.44 LCURVE 0.951
VJT
	
49500 ECNE 0.051 ECNS 0.023 DESRPE 0.500 DESPRS 0.208
MECH/STRUCT
1.00(1 WSCF 209000 MECID 0.0	 PRODS 5.200 MCPLXS 7.139
FLECTRONrccl
WE	 3.500 WECF 100.000 CMPID 0.0	 PRODE 4.2n0 MCPL.XE 8.775
PWR	 15.00.E CMPNTS 55. PWRFAc n.300 CMPEFF-19.013
r
SCHEDULES
r^ ENMTHS	 1.ntl!) F_NMTHP h.nn fJ ENMTHT 7.0010 ECMPLX 0.160_ PRNF 000
PRMTHS	 7.001-1 PRMTHF 12.n00 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.200
3 COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST






(QTY	 2.- PROTOS	 . 0 0 WT '.	 4.500 VOL	 0.050 MODE	 11
QTYSYS
	
1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.50 0 AMULTE 130.0096 AMULTM 130.00%




0.700 MCPLXE 0.d PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.030 DESRPE 0.500
PWR	 15.00O.CMPNTS. G, CMPID 0.0	 ..PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFF 0.0
;j ENG I I,IEER I PRIG
ENMTHS
	
1.0 EMMTHP 6.0 ENMTHT 7.0 ECMPLX 0.160 PRNF 000
PRODUCTIONI
PRMTHS	 7.0 PRMTHF 12..0 LCURVE 0.0 ECNE 0.0 MIS 0.11
a	 =. GLOBAL
_ YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0 DATA 1..on) TLGTST 1.0011
LCURVE IS BASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE .OF .	 6.96MONTHS.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINEERIrIG
-DRAFTIPJG 1. 40, 5.
^.r'•
-DESIGPd 2. 11. 13.
SYSTEMS 0. 0.. 0.	 a
PROJ MGMT 00 0. 0.	 l
`_ DATA 1. 0. 1.
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 5. 15. 19.
t, f MANUFACTURING.
PRODUCTION 0. 400 40.
PROTOTYPE	 r 31. 00 31.
TOOL-TEST ECG 2. 2. 5.	 r
SI JBTOTAL ( MFG,) 33, 42. 76.
TOTAL COST 38. 57. 95.
VOL	 0.050 AV OST 19.97 TOTAL AV PROD COST 28o57 LCURVE 0.954
IAIT	 4.500, ECNE 0.030 ECHS 0.014 DESRPE 0.501'1 DESPRS 0.20(l
Ws	 1.000 INSCF 20.0110 MEC IO 000	 PRODS 5.20 0 MCPLXS 7.139
ELECTRONTCS
wE	 3.500 !rJECF 10!1.(111	 ; CMPID 0.0	 P-RODE 4.200 MCPLXE X1	 7" 5
Pi^JR	 15.0!)0 CMPNTS 5!7). PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFI'-19.013
SCHEDULES
t	 .; ENJMTHS	 1.0(10 EMMTHP 6.000 ENMTHT 7.000 ECMPLX 0,160 PRNF 0 * 0
PR; .MTHS	 7000 PRMTHF 120000 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.400
COST Rk.IGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIONI TOTAL COST
7
,
FROM 32. 50. 82.
.	 x
1:j 235






(QTY	 1. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9.000 VOL	 0.100 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1.	 INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.50n AMULTE 130.0096 AMULTM 130.00%
MECH/STR(:1CT .




0.7on MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL	 0.03n
-
DESRPE 0.50!)
MIR	 In* DO :. i -
ENG I NEFR ING r„
PRFIH 0.t
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS	 7.0 PRMTHF7 1.290 LCURVE 0.0	 ECNE	 0.0 ECNS 040
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 1.000 TLGTST 1.001
PLATFM	 2 * 00n SYSTEM 1.0-00 PPROJ O.O	 PDATA	 1.000 PTLGTS 1.00
LCURVE IS BASED ON PRODUCTIOI'\I SCHEDULE OF	 5.30MONTHS.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST	
vENGINEERING
DRAFTING 2. 100 12.
DESIGt\I 4. 30. 34.
SYSTEMS 0. 00 0.
_ PROJ MGM7 f?. 0. 00
DATA 2. 00 2.
Sul	 TOT	 L (	 ^I 8. 41. 49.
MANUFACTURING
plRouUCTION 0 386 380
PROTOTYPE 57. 0. 57.	 j
TOOL-TEST EO 4. 2. 6.
SU	 TOT L (M. -G 61. 41. 102.
TOTAL COST 69. 82. 151.
VOL	 0. 1 00 AVCOST 38.37 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 81.74 LCURVE 0.951
IA1T	 9.000	 E'CNE. 0.051 ECNS 0.023 DESRPE 0.50n DESPRS 0.20
MECH/STRUCT
wS	 2.Oon	 VISCF 20.000 MF_CIO 0.0	 PRODS	 5.200 MCPLXS 7.139
ELECTRONICS
WE -	 7.000 WECF 100. ortt,	 CMPID - 0.0-	 PRODE	 4.200 MCPLXE 8.775
PWR	 15.000 CMPNTS 55. FligRFAC	 0.300 CMPEFF-32.697
SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.000 Et• JMTHP 6.0On ENMTHT	 7.0n 0 ECMPLX 0.160 PRHF 0.0
PRr41THS	 7.001.1 PRMTHF 12o(10,0	 AVER. PROD- RATE PER MONTH 0.2011
COST RANGES DEVELOPMEnIT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 58. 72. 131.
CENTER 69. 82. 151.
TO 85. 95. 1800
t	 -,
1SINTEGRATED UPS CON 8/1.4/76	 UPS	 e-VA y4 	 Q
QTY	 2. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9.00.11	 VOL	 0.100 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTM 130.0' 1;
C_ . MECH/STRUCT




0.70n MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.2on NEWEL	 0.030 DESRPE 0.50+1	 1




1.0 ENMTHP 6.0 ENMTHT 7.0 ECMPLX	 0.160 PRNF 010
PRODUCTION




.O- % PRJC-TAU DATA	 1000,B' TLGTS'f 1.	 oil
PLATFM	 2.On n SYSTEM i.00n PPROJ 0.0	 PDATA	 1.000 PTLGTS 1000
LCURVE IS RASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF	 7.00MOHTHS.
j	 (Ma
j PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
`-ENG I 1 I _ _	 1'
DRAFTTNG 2. 61 8.
DESIGN 4. 18. 21.
SYSTEM; 0. 01 00	 j
- -PROJ MGMT-- 0. 0. 0.
74:' tE4: 4 6 MSG FROM- OPERATOR: 	 SYSTEM COMING DOW1 IN 15 ^IINS
DATA 2. 0. 2.
SUBTOTAL (ENG) S. 24. 32.	 a
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION 0.- 74, 74..
PROTOTYPE 57. 0. 57.
TOOL-TEST Eck 4. 4. 8.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 61. 78. 139.
TOTAL; COST 69. 102. 171..
VOL
	
0.100 AVCOST 36.86 TOTAL AV PROD COST	 50986 LCURVE 0.954
OT	 9.0nn ECNE 0.030 MS 0.014 OE	 PE 0.500 DESRPS 0.20'
I	 t J
C MECH/STRUCT,^
. 0 l` 	 WS
.
CF 20 s 000 PRODS	 b. 2 0 1) M PLXS	 .1i	 ^^.5. ELECTROI~IICS
WE	 7o000 WECF 100.0 00 CMP`ID o.n	 PRODE	 4.200 MCPLXE 8.775
PWR
	
15.0W' CMPNTS 5^. PWRFAC 0.3nO CMPEFi^-32.6°7
I	 t
! SCHEDULES
Et^NMTHS	 1.0 0 f7 ENMTHP 6. n n 0 EI^IMTHT 7. fl U it ECMPLX 0.160 PRNF 0.0
PRMTHS
	
7.000 PRMTHF 12.0(10 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 0.400
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 5,9. 8E?. 146.










3. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9,000 VOL	 0.100 MODE 1.
OTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% AMULTM 130900%
,i
MECH/STRUCT t
WS	 2.000 MCPLXS 0.0"	 PRODS 5.200 NEWST	 0.30n DESRPS 0.200
Ci ELECTRONICS
USEVOL	 0.700 MCPLXF_ 0.0	 PRODE 4.20n NEWEL	 0.030 DESRPE 0.500




LNMTHS	 I * U ENMT HP 6 . 0 EFIMTH r 7.0 ECMPEX	 0.16 0 PRNF 0 0 0	 j1Y"..
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS	 7.0 PRMTHF 12.0 LCURVE 0.0. ECNE	 0. O ECNS 0.0
GLOBAL
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0 DATA	 1.000 TLGTST 1.000	 j
C) PLATFM	 2.noo SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ O.n PDATA	 1.00n PTLGTS 1.00	 1
E- LCURVE IS RASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 7.34MONTHS.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINE'_'RING
C") DRAFTING 2, 6. 8.
DESIGN 4, 19. 22.
SYSTEMS 0. 0. 00
-t PROJ MGm F p
DATA '" 2. 0. 2.




t PROTOTYPE 57. 0. 57.
TOOL-TEST ECG 4. 6. 10.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 61. 114. 175,





0.10? AVCOST 36.10 TOTAL. AV PROD COST	 46.44 LCURVE 0.952
I WT	 90000 ECNE 0.031 ECNS 0.015 DESRPF_ 0.500 DESPRS 0.201)
MECH/STRUCT
WS	 2.000 WSCF 20.0n0 MECID 000 PRODS	 5.20n MCPLXS 7.139
1 ELECTRONICS -
^rJE'	 7.0f1C)	 UJECF 100.0fii?	 CMPID O.n PRODE	 4.200 MCPLXE 8.775
I FPWR	 15.000 CMPNTS 55. PWRFAC	 0.30+1 CMPEFF-32.687
SCHEDULES
' ENMTHS	 1.000 ENMTHP 6,000	 Er . IMTHT	 7.000 ECMPLX 0.160 PRIJF 000
PRMTHS	 7.000 PRMTHF 12.nOti AVER. PROD MATE PER MOf_ITH 0.600
COST RANGES nEVELOpMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST	 -;
FROM 58. 120. 178.
CENTER 69. 139. 208.
TO 85. 168. 253.
j
238




4. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9.000 VOL 0.100 MODE 1.
"I MECH/9TRUCT ..
• 0. 59, .,
ELECTROI,,IICS





15. 000 . CMPNTS 0• CMPID 0.0 P tNRFAC 0.300 CMPEFf= 0.0i
I
l•
cr.lr_ r n.lc-rn r.ar ;.rw
ErIMTHS
	
1.0 ErIMTHP 6.0 EI.1MTHT 7.0 EC ti1PLX 0.160 PRrIF 0.0
PRMTHS	 7.0 PRMTHF 12.0 LCURVF_ .0. n ECHE O. n ECt',IS 0.0
YEAR	 1Q78.. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0 DATA 1.00^ TLGTSI' 1.00")
l^
PLATEN	 P. 00-) SYSTEM 1. non P^ROJ 0. n PDATa 1	 .Ott,1 PTLGTS 1.00
t
I El' IGI M EFR I r IG
DRAFTIVIG 29 7. 9.
^-
SYSTEMS 00 00 0.
PROJ MGMT 00 0. 0. j
F3 A :F Al
1 St IBTOTAL (ENIG) 8. 27. 35.
PRODUCTI O N 0. 142.- 142.
PROT'ITYPE 57. 0. 57.
4.
SURTOTAL(MFG) 61. 150. 21t•
VOL
	




AV- PROD COST 4.20 LCIIRVE
1
0.51
MECH/STRI IC T 1
ELECT.RONTCS




"ICPL XE 8.7" 5
J •





7.r1(l^?. Pt?.MTHF 12.00 1  AVER:. PROD 'ATE P=R MOkITH
FROM	 58.	 152.	 210.
CENTFR	 6q.	 177.	 246.
t23 9




QTY	 5. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9.000 VOL 0.100 MODE 1.
t QTYS YS
	
1. INTEGE: 0.50 O I (^kTEGS 0.,50 0 AMULTE 130.0 09K AMULTM 130.0 0%
MECH/STRUCT
WS	 2.000 MCPLXS 0.0	 PRODS -5.200 NEWST 0.300 DESRPS 0.201) ;r
ELECTRONICS r
USEVOL :0.700 MCPLXE 0.0
	
PRODE 4.200 NIEWEL 0,030 DESRPE: 0.500




1.0 ENMTHP 6.0 ENMTHT 7.0 ECMPLX 0.160 PRHF 0 o 0
PROM  ) TI  ON
PRMTHS	 700 ORMTHF 12.0 LCURVE 0.0	 ECNE 0.0 ECNIS 0.0
YEAR	 1978. ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1.0f)i-)
PLATFM	 2.00,) SYSTEM 1.000 PPROJ 0.0	 PDATA 1.00! PTLGTS 1.0!l
DEVELOPMENT 0	 ON TOFAL COST;..... ENGINIEERING
DRAFTING 2. 7. 91
DESIGN 4, 21. 250
- SYSTEMS 0. 0. 00
PROJ MGMT 00 00'' 0.
DATA 2. 1. 2. 3
SUBTOTAL(ENG) 80 29. 37.
1
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION 00 1766 176.
PROTOTYPE 57. 00 57.
TOOL-TEST ECG 4. 9. 13.
SUBTOTAL(MFG) 61. 185. 246.
TOTAL COST 69. 213.- 282.
VOL	 0.1000 'ACCOST 35.12 TOTAL AV' PROD COST 42.68 LCURVE 0.95(1-	 - I
O 36 ECNS 0.016 DESRP- 0.500 DESPPS 0.20,
MECH/STRUCTC: 2.00t., 0 MECID 0.0	 PRODS 5e20[l LXS
ELECTRONICS
WE	 7'. Of) 0 WECF 100.000 CMPID 0.0
	
PRODE 402011 MCPLXE 8.775
PWR	 15.0011 CMPNTS 55. PWRFAC 0.30 "i CMPEFI= -32.697
a SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.00 1) ENMTHP 6.000 ENMTHT 7.000 ECMPLX 0.160 'PRNF 0.0
- PRMTHS	 7.000 PRMTHF 12.000 AVER. PROD RATE PER MONITH 1.0(' )
Y
,w
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 58. 183. 241.
CEHTFR 6q, 213. 282.
- -
2 4 0
Ell . 5KLSDU ` UPS -M 8/14/76 u^^ CON/^/4
INPUT DATA
OTY	 8. PROTOS 1.0 WT 9.000 VOL 0.100 MODE 1.
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.50n AMUL.TE	 130,00% AMULTM 130.0119^*
^,^ -	 MECH/STRI.JCT	 t: '




0.700 MCPLXE 0.0	 PRODE 4.200 NEWEL 0.030 DESRPS 00501
.; ENGINEERING j
S	 loU ENMTHP 6*0 ENMTHT 7.0 ECMPLX PRNF 000
PRODUCTION
PRMTHS .	 7.0 PRMTHF .12.0 LCURVE. 0.0	 ECNE 0.0 ECI,•!S 000
GLOBAf..
YEAR	 19789 ESC 0.0 % PROJCT 0.0	 DATA 1.000 TLGTST 1.0110
PLATFM	 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 PRROJ 0 * 0	 PDATA 1.000 PTLGTS 1.00
LCURVE IS BASED ON PRODUCTION) SCHEDULE OF	 8.12MOIITHS.
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
ENGINJEF=RING
DRAFTING 2. 80 10.
DESIGN 4, 24. 28.
SYSTEMS 00 0. 00'
-
PRO) .MGMT 00 0. 0.
DATA 2, 1. 3.
SUBTOT L(ENG) 81 33, 40.
MANUFACTURING {
273s 273o
:.: PROTOTYPE.: 57. 0. 57.
TOOL-TEST EQ 4, 14. 17.
SU	 o-rAL(M G) 619 287. 348.
bfx
TOTAL COST 69. 320. 389. -
VOL
	
O.lOti^ AVCOST 34.18 TOTAL AV PROD COST 39.c?9 LCURVE 0.940








7.000 WECF 100.0011 CMPID 000	 PRODE 4.200 MCPLXF_ 8.775
PWR	 15.0(10 'CMPNTS 55. PWRFAC 0.300 CMPEFF-326697
SCHEDULES
ENMTHS	 1.O fl il 'ENMTHP 6.0!) ?	 ErJMTHT 7.0+1i:t _ECMPLX 0.160 PRIJF 0. n
.PRMTHS.	 - 7.000 PRMTHF 12._001.) _AVER. PROD RATE PER MONTH 1.600 s
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
FROM 5A. 273. 332.
CENTER 69. 320. 389.
TO 85. 383. 473.
I I
IVITEGRATED DHU COHFUG---	 241
hyl 
UT DATA 
2. PROTOS	 1.0 NT	 2.000 KUL	 0.031 1 .103E	 1.
QTYSYS	 1. INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.00% ANULTH 130.00%
MECH/STRUCT
WS	 0.200 MCPLXS 0.0 PRODS 5 . 200 NENST	 0.500 3ESRPS 0.200
ELECTRONICS
USEVOL 0.050 MCPLXE 0.0 PR ODE 5. 400 NEWEL	 0.400 DESPPE 0.200
PHR	 0 .200 CMPHTS	 0. CMPID 0.0 PWRFAC	 1.300 CMPEFF 0.0
ENGINEERING
El` MTHS	 1.0 ENMTHP	 8. 0 ENHTHT	 9, 0 ECMPU--.'	 0. *j,'00 PRNF
	
0 . I cl
PRODUCTION
PPHTHS	 8.0 PRPITHF




YEAR	 1'370. ESC	 0.0 • PROJCT 0.0	 DATA	 -1 . OCA-1 TLGT.'3T
PLATFN 2.000 SYSTEM 1.000 PPRO• 	 0.0 P ►nTA	 1.000 PTLGTS
LqUPWE IS BA _QED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF	 0SOPIONTHS.
i
I
PROGRAM COST DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COST
EHG I NEEP I NG
.,J,r-'8FTING 1' . 41.
DES i 01.1 62. 56.
SYSTEMS 1. 0
PROJ IFIGHT 9. 0.
D ITA To. I
SUDTOTALCENG) 90. 72. 07.
11f)HUFFICTURING
PRODUCT I C-4-1 06. 116,
rrr, OTOTYPE 67. 111 67^
TOOL-TEST E+! 1a 1 7 15,
SUDTOTALINFG.1 76. 190.
TOTAL COST 170. 195, 062
0.031 AUCOST 57.08 TOTAL AI PROD COST	 97 .42 CLURVE 0.930





wc-, 	 . 11-000






0.0 PRODS 5.200 MCPLXS 6.633
0.0 PRIDE 5.400 MCPLXE 10-615
'PHRFAC 1, .300 Ct-';PEF17	 ,	 517
? Q
Et-INTHS	 1000 ENMTHP
	 S.900 ENNTHT	 9,900 E ► MPLK 0.200 PPNF 0.0
PPNTHS	 '23. 000 PRPFHF	 12. 000 AMER. PROD PATE PER MONTH 500
COST `'ANNE' DEKIELOPMENT PPODUCTION	 TOTAL COS7
FROM i49. i74. 022.
CEN7ER 179. 1TS. 365.




I11TE+ GRATE t _iH!_I i :i tNFi_ G--c.;. `_ 	 ter'.
_ 242 tlb INPUT DATA
QTY	 i .	 PROTi i 1.0	 i ,1T 2. 000 i; OL 0.031 !'LODE 1.
QT',''_ `i'S	 1,	 IMTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 t=ii'IULTE 130.00% 1iNULTPI 130.00%0%
MECH: "I.TRU :T
I-is 	 k=+. 2'=10	 t'ti_ FL:.•_ 0. k=+	 PRODS_ . 20k=+	 t•IEt'I._ T ki . _ik_+k_+ DE SF.F - kyi . 2k_ik_+
ELECTRONICS
USEi.,iOL	 0. 850 PlCPL •',E 0. 0 	 PRODE 5.400 NEWEL 0.400 DE _ RPE 0.200
FI'JF:	 0. 200 i MPI.1T1 0.	 i_:MP I D 0.0	 PWRFAC 1.300 CMPEFF 0.0
' Et-!G I NEER I NG
EI•It'1THS	 1, 0	 EP1t'1THP 3.0	 Et•1t'1THT 9.0 ECPIPLX 0. 300 PRNF 0
POi_ D iC T I ON





YEAR	 1978.' _:	 tS!_ 0 .0 % PF'I_ i •_ CT 0.0	 DATA 1.000 TL i;;T ST 1.000 
PLAT•Ft'I	 c. 000 SYSTEM 1, 000 PF'><O J 0.0	 F'DATA 1.000 PTLGTS i.00 
Li.:UPOE I'= 3ASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF	 9.53MONTHS.
PROGRAM
 
COT DEUELOPPIEt•1T PR'ODU T I ON TOTAL COST
EYC I NEER I MG
PAFTIP1G
DES I GH h.` . 67. 129.
f- -TEI'1 E+. 1
PROJ NGHT 10 0. 
!r !TA 51. 1
-,ll:Ti^iTALl:Et• Iia:i 'a. 'y^F,, .^
L;_,}i,
P1Ai`iUFAC T U R I NG
PRODUCTION - 3
PROTOTYPE 67. 0. 67 1 -
TOOL-TEST EQ 3. ^1v	 .13., - ^	 a.
' UBT:+TAL (NF+:) , .. 1?yt,
T071L COST 170. 220. 013
.^tL	 ..i,^:.t•_^^	 t-i.i_j+_.(i	 -	 i-3'i 	 ACCOST __.^.	 =TAL55 29 TO iii	 ROD	 1=ii''-t=..	 F'i.	 :,^ 79,'=8.	
-	 --
!	 !:I	 t!	 t
---F'•E is,9-.t_,
I-IT	 _'. 000 EI:ME ED. 06--t_, !_CN ,_ 0.015 _iESPPE 0. 200 _iE._;PRS 0.200
l PIED '-H °'3TF'U CT
wS	 0.200 WS _•F 6 . 452 	 t iE _: I 1 0 . 0	 1 R t S 5. 200 MCPLXS
ELECT!*aONI ►_'_
I'!E 1.800  I'1ECF 68 311	 CMG' I _t 0.0	 F'RODE 5. 400 t'ii= PLXE 10.61'
Pt?JR	 0.200 CPIFMT_ 7. iHIRFA : 1.300 _ t, 1F'EFF-r.:5, 5 ,7
' CHE_iU LE ; _
Et'It'1TH'^^	 1. 000Et•IPITHP_ ^.c, ktE_ik=+	 Et• 1P1THT a'.. F:u_+k+	 Ei=PIF`LX 0.300 FF'i^IF E=1y }._+
PRN T H:=	 _,. _100 PRMTHF 12.000 AVER. PROD RATE PER P1i_NTH 1.000
COST RANGES DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TOTAL COS T
}-F; bI;1 149.
CENTER 170. 32& 490.
TOi 19I, . 361,
-	
.r
ENG I NEER I NG
Et' NTH:_;	 1.0 Et• NTHP . ^3 ECtIPL •.'_. !=1 Et IhITHT
PRODUC TION
PF"MTHS	 8.0 PPMTHF 12.0  LI= B IF: tX 0.0	 EC NE
tia . 400 DE _ PPE 0. 200
1.300 I_ MPEFF 0. 0
0 . 300 F'F't•1F 0. 0
ELECTRON ICS
 ^ L R;I I^^E I : II^tL 0. 850  h11_F:-,E 0.0	 FF.13DE








fir.	 ..... ..	 ^%
f	 t	 i l l f"t t	 -I CITE RATE= r H _ 1 _ NFLIG-^	 "'r_.	 24 3
INPUT ATA
QT'-f'	 G. PPOTI=S	 1.0 WT	 2. i ii:0 OOL	 R:t, GII31 MODE	 1,
0T' ► 'S)" S	 1. I HTEGE 0.500 I NTEG'= 0. 500 t- NULTE 130. 00% AHULTM 130.00%0%
C'1EC:H:•'' TRUC:T
Ws	 0. 200 1'1f_FL. ,._, 0.0 	 F'F;fIID S	 5. 200 t-1EWST	 0.500 DESF.PS	 0.200
i GL03AL
YEAP	 1978. ESC	 0. 0 % PR13 _It_ T 6. 0 	DATA 	1. 000 TLGT _ T	 1. 000
PLATFhi 2.000  : : STEt'1 1.000 PPPPPOJ	 _	 F i=1TH	 1.000 F TLGT:_	 1
LLI_R I . IE IS X=;ED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE OF 	 10. `6MONTHS.
PROGRAM COST
ENG I HEER I NG





'_ U3TOTAL +: EN








0. 93 1  A l ..i{_,t_ S I




d`	 WE	 1.300 WEf=F
F'I , IR	 f_i, 20$3 C :t' PMTS
SCHEDULES
Et • LATHS	 1.000 ENMTHP













67._ .	 ;	 1J
	
76.	 ,,,tr.
	170. 	 54 .
52. 63 TOTAL AV F'F'OD COST	 60.41 U_ I TRUE
	
0.078 E::MS	 0.018 nESRPE 0.200  2E' PRS
60.311
6.452 HECID	 0.0 PRODS 5.200 MCPLXS 6.630
 
C MP I i	 0.0	 PP.0 DE 5.400  t , IC PL --,E 1 r_i . r.1
7.	 PHRFAC 1.300 C:tIPEFF-- ; 51
8. 000 EN01THT 9. 000  ECNPL ; Iii ., =00 PPNF	 0.0
12.000  AUER PROD FATE PEP t'1f_It • ITH+	 2.000
	








1 0  
	
1 .











INTEGRATED ^IFill h1^t•IFI its--	 y;: ;-_^. •;, r' t. 
/
I HPI IT DATA
OT'(	 2. PROMS 1. 0	 I-IT 2. t'.ttl 0	 I) iL t_t . Of-:; i NODE i a
t!T'i _'i'r' 1.	 INTEGE 0.500 INTEGS 0.500 AMULTE 130.007-: A UULTM ! ^tlt, rtl_t':;
MECI+.,*?TPUCT
b:	 ld.:.	 0. 2t=uO	 h1EF'L;• .S t_i„ 0	 PRODS _I. 2t10	 t•1EI1ST 0.500 DE•:F:F'._ 0.200
ELECTRONICS
I SE1,11_iL
	 0.050  tgCPL;: ;E 0.0 	 PRO E tE r_-51.  .:t00 NEWEL 0.400 CIE = RPE 0.200
PI^IR	 0.2 a l l Ct' PNT3I 0.	 t_ MP I D
0.0	 PNRFAC 1.300 CNPEFF 0. 0
ElIG I t• IEEP I PIG
EPItITH'_	 1.1^ EPIMTHF' ;.;.	 EPIhITHT ,..t	 EChIF'L:; ^1	 _;t=tti=t' F'!ra•IF =1.I:{
PRODUCTION
P't*:t'ITH S	 8.0 PRMTHF 12.0 LCURVE 0.0	 EC IE 0.0 EC:Ph_ 0.0
GLOBAL
't'EHF:	 1 71 3.	 E'_ i : C	 !=1	 ':	 PR t._I!: T ''1 a 1=1	 FIT A 1 000 TLGT:= T 1. 000
PLATFM	 2. 000_'l-STEM 1. 000 F'PF:t_i. I ! +. 13	 PDATA 1.000 FTLGTS 1. 00
LCt IF:I•:IE I:_` BASED ON PRODUCTION SCHEDULE i tF 	 ; ,	 OMOr-JTH:_;, x
1111N.	 ENG.	 SCHED.	 TIME SHOULD BE	 11.41 MTH:::.
1-1h..	 ..	 1
LI.:I_II":! IE	 I	 ..H ='Ei+	 _lt I	 ^^- F I ^^^i_It_ T I =^t • I	 SCHEDULEI 	 OF	 I . =;tltl'1ONTH =^ .
PROGRAM I=^ i' :T DEVELOPMENT F'Fa_i^i^ 11_ T L^iPI T!!THL COST
ENG I t•IEEP I PIG
DRAFT IrIG ^=f a l^. fir;;,
DES I {]t 1 134. S IB. y fly{ a
!^_'f_:I_i._f
	
I' GNT 0. 0. cia
^tS I y i -
!.^_^Ti^ THL (ENG} 1 M. -	 L.
-- ^ •
I- It- t-IUFt' CTUP.1 t'IG
F'F't i=t1_Ii= T 10 t  I . i 1 rl _. ^_
PROTO TYPE I
TOOL-TEST Et!
TOTnL t OST '51 Z, . # `' rr a
! ll^tL 0, 1.t _ 1	 AI:ICOST 57.00 TOTAL t i .	 PROD COST
10.01
9: 2 L. ►^:I P 1 ,1E 0a ;
WT	 L.'== fJO ECPIE _1.055	 ECt•I'_ DE=RPE 0, 200 ={E'-::FF.: 0 . 20f.i
t'1ECH: _3TR ii :T
S	 I.WS a. ^1=1t_t	 I^l=^I.:F .4- 3, 	h Er1.,:	 1._ ►_ Iii i.	 is>=t..t	 F'F:[t=t:=^ 5	 -n.±. ` ^{El{ t'11.:F'L: _;
ELECTRON I I_::
WE	 1. ;CIO WECF GO. 3 11  CMP ID try 0	 PROM 5. L?.O i
,.,E
t'ICPL 10.615  
POR
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8.4	 General Economic Analysis Meth-odol
Program Approach to Cost Minimizat
-An Intec
A general economic analysis methodology is summarized
below for (a) assessing the economic worth of developing a
family of standardized interface modules, (b) determining that
family of standardized interface modules which minimizes the
present value of the cost of performing a specified mission
model, and (c) establishing the basic data required for the
economic analysis.
A basic underlying assumption is that the objective
of developing a family of standardized interface modules is
the reduction of the present value of the cost of performing
a specified mission model. A number of simplifying assumption
and restrictions have been imposed so as to focus attention on
the main issues. These assumptions impose limitations upon
the described methodology, but allow for clearer presentation
Of the basic concepts which once understood can, as the need
arises, be expanded upon. For example, uncertainty and risk
considerations have been omitted, detailed learning effects
have been omitted, the cost of carrying inventory has not been
Considered, incremental effects on transportation charges have
not been considered, etc.
Referring to Figure 8.4.1, it is desired to compare
the alternatives ranging from no standardization to a level of
standardization which employs multiple standardized interface














Figure 8.4.1 Generalized Alternatives: (a) no standardiza-
tion, (b) standardization using standardized
interface modules.
s
with each k standardized interface modules (SIM). The kth
SIM may be, for example, a voltage regulator where each of
the j variants has a different level of capability in terms
	
3
of degree of regulation, voltage levels, and others, and
their combinations. Each of these j variants may have an
impact on the design and hence cost the nth sensor (experi-
ment or payload). Let the incremental cost of the nth sensor
due to the use of SIM j,k with the nth sensor be AC j,k,n where
the incremental cost is relative to the cost of the n th sensor
when there are no SIMs employed. It is assumed that these
incremental costs are linearly additive.
In general the problem of selecting the best mix
of standardized interface modules can be formulated as an
integer programming problem where it is desired to minimize
the present value of the cost of performing a specified
mission model subject to a set of contraints. This can be
expressed as-the minimization of the following objective
	






Minimize	 XjDj +	 Ym,3Cm,j
J	 m, j
subject to the following constraints:
Ym 1j = 1 for each m
J
Ym,j = 0 or 1
X. = 0 or 1J
If	 Ym^j > 1 then X. = 1, for each j
m
If	 Ym,j < 1 then X  = 0, for each j
m
The following notation has been employed:
m = index referring to missions.
j = index referring to standardized interface
module variant.
D. = present value of nonrecurring cost associated
J	 with the jth SIM.
Cm,j = present value of recurring cost of the mth
mission associated with the jth SIM. If SIM
j is not applicable to mission m, then Cm,j-},0.
Ym ,j = control variable such that when equal to 1 the
jth SIM is used on the m th mission.
X = control variable such that when equal to 1 the
i	 jth SIM is developed.
i
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J = maximum number of standardized interface module
variants to be considered.
M = maximum number of missions to be considered.
The first term in the objective function represents the
present value of nonrecurring cost of the SIM and the second
term represents the present value of the recurring cost of
the SIM and the recurring and nonrecurring costs of the sensors.
It should be noted that J > M establishing the rule
that each of the first j = M SIMs are mission specialized (non-
standardized) subsystem alternatives. Therefore, in general,





1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
Y1,1 0 0 Y1,4 Y1,5 Y1,6 Y1,7
0 Y2,2 0 Y2,4 Y 2,5 Y 2,6 Y2,7
0 0 Y3,3 Y3,5 Y3,5 Y 3,6 Y3,7
X1 	X2	 X3	 X4	 X5	 X6	 X7
It is the purpose of the integer programming algorithm to deter-
.	 }'
mine the values (0 or 1) of Ym,j in the above table. Note that
if the sum of the Y terms in each column exceeds zero then the
associated X term is unity implying that the j th SIM is devel-
oped. The,Y terms indicate the use of the SIMs.
The following is a more detailed formulation of the




For the case under consideration, the present value
of recurring cost, PVR, and present ?value of nonrecurring cost,
PVNR, are as follows:
M
PVR =	 6 	 (baseline or non-std. sensor cost) m -
m=1 (reduction in sensor cost because of










PVNR = (PV of non-recurring cost of all sensors with-
out SIM)	 (reduction in PV of sensor non-
recurring cost because of SIMS) + (PV of





















and the above terms are defined as follows:
&m present value factor associated with the mth mission
and accounts for multiple payload acquisitions and
their timing.
Ym n = present value factor for the non-recurring cost for
the nth sensor for the mth mission.
$j




= unit recurring cost associated with the nth
m,j,k,n sensor on the m mission resulting from the
use of the j th SIM of the kth type.
SIMR i l k = unit recurring cost of the j th SIM of the kthtype.
SNRm,j k,n = non-recurring cost associated with the nth
,	 sensor of the m mission resulting from the
use of the j th SIM variant of the kth type.
SIMNR	 = non-recurring cost of the jth SIM variant of
ilk	 the kth type.
am,n
	
	 0 if the nth sensor was developed for a previous
mission. 1 if the n sensor was not developed
for a previous mission.
Y	 = control variable such that when equal to 1 the jth
m ' j ' k SIM variant of the k	 functional type will be used
on the mth mission.
Xilk  = control variable such that when equal to l the jth
 SIM variant of the kth functional type will be de
l:	 veloped.
A mission is defined, for the purpose of this analysis, as




Since, as stated previously, it is desired to minimize
the present value of the cost of performing the mission
model, the above can be stated in the form of an integer





MinimizeX.	 SNR	 y	 a	 +
^,k
	









X.	 SIMNR.	 $	 +Y	 •









SRC	 S +	 Y	 • SIMR .	 8	 1




Y	 1 for each m and k
m,j,k
j=1





If EY	 > 1 then X . .k = 1, for each j and km
--- m
	
, 7 . k 	7 .
If Yd Y	 < 1 then X. = 0, for each j and k













8.5 The GO Methodology
8.5.1 Methodology
8.5.1.1 General
The Kaman Sciences GO methodology and computer codes
have been developed over a period of years as part of a
procedure for analyzing the reliability of complicated
systems. The primary motivation was to produce a computer
routine which could, with a minimum of scientific labor,
quickly, economically and comprehensively analyze the reli-
ability, safety and availability of complex hydraulic,
pneumatic and electromechanical networks involving hundreds
of components having two and often three or more modes of
operation.
The GO methodology, which is a refinement of the clas-
sical approach to reliability, has been used extensively for
several years. The modeling required corresponds in a
natural way to the function drawings or schematics. Atten-
tion is focused individually on constituent subsystems or
pieceparts identifying all possible operational modes, as
differentiated from the fault -tree method which constrains
the documentation to operational modes causing the defined
event of interest.
Using this generalized approach the computer program,
rather than the analyst as in the fault -tree or equation
Writing techniques, systematically creates and retains the
various event combinations bearing on both the central
problem and all other significant system operational modes.
Because the logic, other than the component interactions, is
handled automatically, significant savings in scientific
labor are achieved, and increased knowledge of system re-
sponses is obtained as contrasted with either the classical










The methodology is extremely useful to provide insight
into the sensitivity of a complex system to small changes in
the reliability or availability of each component or system
element. This type of evaluation can identify all signifi-
cant strengths and weaknesses in the system under study.
8.5.1.2 Description
The GO program is a probabilistic combinatorial analysis
procedure. Components are identified by their input signals,
output signals, and probabilities of operation in different
modes (success, premature and failure). The GO chart is a
diagram of component interactions through the signal paths.
The modeling required includes selection of the proper stan-
dard GO components to represent the physical components and
the identification of signal paths. This modeling is direct
and simple, since the chart can be drawn in one-to-one cor-
respondence with the schematic, almost as an overlay.
The heart of the method is the computer program which
follows all signal paths and combines probabilities from
initial components to end results. Thus, the analyst need
not concern himself with finding failure paths, identifying
common mode failures, computing redundant or voting logic
probabilities (parallel paths or m-out-of-n coincidences),
etc., since the computer does this naturally. Sequential
events can be included since the logic includes distinct
time intervals (usually 8, although more can be used), for
which probabilities can be assigned. In general, time
period 0 is used to indicate the presence of input signals
at the start of the problem (power on, water tank full,
completion of maintenance, etc.), or for premature operation
with regard to components or output signals. Time period 7
(if 8 periods are used) indicates 'never', which means a
failure since the output signal never arrived. Time 7 can





input being represented never came. 	 In some cases a system
has several auxiliary circuits and the analyst may wish to
examine the primary circuit only, even though the total
model is available.	 The model and input deck could be
modified, but in many cases it is easier to put perfect
:r
initiators at time 7 on the auxiliary circuits for early
runs and change them to real times and probabilities later
for complete system runs.
The probabilities of one or many events occurring as a
function of time can be determined by selecting the desired
signals to be retained as outputs. 	 The code will retain a Y
signal until it has been used for all necessary following
inputs.	 Then the signal will be deleted from the problem
(unless required as an output) in order to keep the array as
small as possible.	 This deletion is one of the keys to the
speed and economy of the method, since array size partly
determines computer cost.
Another technique for improving speed and economy is
the elimination of signal paths which lead to a failure
probability less than a specified constant (perhaps 10 -8 for
10 5 ).	 These paths are deleted and not followed further,
but all deleted probabilities are summed and the final sum
of the "throwaway" is printed. 	 Comparison of this value
with the output for desired events will assure that an
unusual combination of multiple events has not caused a
significant error.
8.5.2	 GO Modeling Techniques
8.5.2.1	 Signals
The concept of a "Signal" is basic to the sequential
G analysis and combinatorial processes of the GO methodology.
Components are identified by signal numbers, as are compu-
tations and results. 	 However, the term "signal" is not
constrained to current in a wire as in the electrical sense,
or even to informational content as in logic flow diagrams.




pneumatic pressure in an instrument air system, torque on a
shaft, mechanical pressure on a lever or gear, or even the
absence of a true signal. The code simply combines input
probabilities (in the manner specified by the GO Type com-
ponent used) with the component probabilities to determine
the output probabilities in the discrete time periods allowed.
8.5.2.2 Components
Although many types of components exist in the various
mechanical, hydraulic and electrical circuits of interest,
it has been found that all of them can be modeled by proper
application of only a few types of components. These few
(I7) have been chosen as standardized components and modeled
in the code. They include components with a single input
(Types 1 and 3), normally open and normally closed switches
or contacts (Types 4, 6 and 7), perfect OR and AND gates
(Types 2 and 10), perfect and probabilistic initiators
(Types 5 and 11), time generators (Types 8 and 9), and
multiple input/output devices. A description of some of the
more common components is given in Section 3. These modeling
components can be used separately or in a combination to
represent any logical situation which can be designed or
desired.
The nomenclature for a typical component is shown in Fig-
ure 8.5.1. The components are represented by circles for all
components except the initiators (5 and 11) for which tri-
angles are used. The type number is the first number in the
circle. For imperfect components a se ,--ond number (kind
number) is used to distinguish between--various kinds (rotary
switch, toggle switch, relay contacts, etc.) which have
different reliabilities.
The output signal number (375) is the unique identifier
for this specific component. This-output may go to several












inputs A and B are the primary signal and the "trigger"
(denoted by the small circle on the input arrow) which
lo
es the contacts. These signals may come at different
mes and the output signal is not produced until both input
signals arrive. Premature closure of the contacts will give
an output at the time of Signal A. An additional identifier
may be used by the analyst to help tie the GO chart to the
logic diagram or schematic. In this case S3 is the iden-
tifier (for switch number 3), which is usually the same as
the nomenclature on the schematic or an easily recognizable.
abbreviation thereof. This identifier is not used anywhere
in the code - it is only a convenience for the analyst.
Each component kind has its own set of probabilities.
For the type 6, the probabilities to be entered are:
Pl: Premature
P2: Success
The failure probability is computed internally as 1-
(P1+P2). A 6-35 type component will carry the same proba-
bilities throughout the model. If a different kind of
component type 6 is used elsewhere with different probabilities,
it is given a new kind number (perhaps 6-36) and the appropriate
probabilities are entered for 6-36.
The GO code also employs the use of Supertypes which
provide the programmer extreme flexibility in coding, i.e.,
if a complicated circuit is repeated many times in the
overall system, it need be detailed only once and assigned a
Supertype number. Whenever that circuit is subsequently
used again, all that is necessary is to call out the proper
Supertype number and'provide appropriate signal numbers
for the Supertype inputs and outputs. The GO program will




The Supertypes are identified on the GO schematics
as square or rectangular elements with a specific supertype








Development of the GO chart consists of matching the
circuit components, one for one, with equivalent GO com-
ponents and connecting them with signal arrows to correspond
to the logic flow diagram or schematic. Occasionally,
pseudo-components are added to correctly represent the logic
of the physical system.
In general, the library of GO modeling components allows
one to simulate the physical system flow logic in a variety
of ways. GO incorporates human interfaces in a very logical
manner, just as though the interfaces were components of
the system with the prescribed dependencies.
8.5.3 Type Definitions
On the following pages, all necessary information for
each of the depicted operator types is given. Included for
each type are:
1. a general description
2. the GO chart symbol
3. the ordered data that must be on the signal card
4. the ordered data that must be on the kind card
5. the exact logical operation of the type
6. comments where appropriate
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The following symbols are used consistently (other
symbols are defined when they occur):
S: the identification number of the output signal
Sl, S2,	 the identification numbers of the
input signals
K: the kind indentification number
TS,, TS1,	 the time of occurrence of signal S,
Sit
Pl i P2j 000:	 probabilities; the event having pro-
bability Pi is defined in item 4 (Kind
Data)	 for each type.
Certain types (4, 6, 7 and 9) have non-symmetric inputs
that is, the inputs are not interchangeable (as they are in
types 2 and 10).	 To differentiate between such inputs on
the Go chart symbol we can use a full arrowhead for the
primary input and a half arrowhead for the secondary one or
indicate the primary input by the letter "a" and the secon-







1. General:	 This type models a "good /bad" component
such as light bulb, resistor, connector pin, etc.
2 GO Chart Symbol:	 S	 ^_ k
3 Signal Data:	 S, 1, K, S1
4. Kind Data:	 K, 1, P1
P1:	 Component is good




















1. General: This type determines the earliest time of
(	 several signals.
I




3. Signal Data: S, 2, n, S1, S2, .., Sn
n: number of input signals (2<n<8)
4. Kind Data: none
S.
	
Operation: TS=min{TS1, ..., TSn}
6. Comment: This type is frequently thought of as
an OR gate in the sense that S will occur as soon






1. General:	 This type is used to model a triggered
'i generator - e.g., a relay coil, accelerometer, etc.
It was originally developed to represent a device
consisting of the series combination of a resistor,
a normally closed contact (which is opened by the
actuator), and an actuator - i.e., T
2. GO ChartSymbol: 3-K
i
3. Signal Data:	 S, 3,	 K,	 Sl
	4.	 Kind Data: K, 3, P1, P2, P3, P4
P1: the resistor is good
P2: the normally closed contact opens
prematurely
P3: the actuator operates prematurely
P4: the actuator operates normally if a signal
reaches the actuator itself.
	
5.	 Operation: TS=O, if the actuator prematures
= never, if the resistor is bad,
the contact opens prematurely,




a.- the resistor and/or the contact may be made
perfect in many applications.
b.	 If the device is perfect (P1=P4=1, P2=P3=0.0),







1. General:	 This type models two normally open contacts











3. Signal Data:	 S,	 4, K, S1, S2, S3
f
F 4. Kind Data:	 K, 4, Pl, P2
PI:	 a contact closes prematurely
P2:	 a contact closes when its actuating
signal arrives-.
' (Note:	 both contacts have the same mode
probabilities.)
S. operation:
TS=max{TS1, min{TS2, TS3 } }, if both contacts	 a
are good
E
= max{TS1, TS2 1, if S2 contact is good
and S3 contact fails
max { TS1, TS3}, if S3 contact is good
and S2 contact fails





a.	 This type can be replaced by: 	 Z6 -x
S,3
S
b.	 This was developed because it occurs fre-
quently in certain kinds of highly redundant
I control systems'.	 -
TYPE 5.
rQ
1. General:	 This type is a signal generator. 	 It is
used to create signals, including noise if needed.
2. GO Chart Symbol:	 s'- ^t s	
TJ—*
3. Signal Data:	 S, 5, K
4. Kind Data:	 K, 5, n, T1, P1, 	 ..., Tn, Pn
n:	 number of time points at which a signal
is to be generated.
Ti:	 ith time value
	
n
Pi:	 probability for ith time value (E Pi=1.0)
i=1
5. Operation:	 TS=Ti with probability Pi, i=1,	 ..., n
6. Comment:	 The most common-use of a Type 5 is to
generate a signal at just one time point. 	 In this
case, the kind data is:	 K, 5, 1, T, 1 where T
is the desired time point. 	 For this situation it
is useful (but not necessary) to reserve the first	 -
few kind numbers so that T=K. 	 By doing this, the
signal generation time will automatically appear on
the GO chart.	 If this practice is not followed, it








1. General: This type models a normally open contact:
1
SZ
2. , GO Chart Symbols
a
3. Signal Data: S, 6, K, S1, S2
f
4. Kind Data: K, 6, P1, P2
Pl: contact closes prematurely
P2: contact closes normally
S.	 Operation:	 -'
TS = max{TS1, TS2 1, if contact operates normally
TSl, if contact closes prematurely
















General: This type models a normally closed contact.
sz
2. GO Chart Symbol:
t
$	 ?_^ s
3. Signal Data: S, 7, K, Sl, S2
4. Kind Data: K, 7, P1, P2
P1: contact opens prematurely
P2: contact opens normally
-5.	 Operation:
TS=TS1, if the contact fails, or if TS2>TS1
and the contact operates normally
= never, otherwise
6.	 Comment: Note that our convention is that the
simultaneous occurrence of Sl and S2 will cause S









1. General: This type models a timer or other device




3. Signal Data: S, 8, K, S1
4. Kind Data: K, 8, P1, P2, D
Pl: premature operation of the generator
P2 normal operation of the generator
D:	 time delay (number of time point:); D>O
S.	 operation:
TS=O, if-the-generator-operates prematurely





a. The value of D can be written in the GO chart
circle if desired.
b. Care must be exercised in using this type because
the delay D is measured in number of time points
which may bear no relationship (other than order)
with clock time.
TYPE 9.-
1. General:	 This is a general purpose operator used
to handle complex timing situations.	 It is some-
what difficult to get acquainted with but has proved
of great value in many situations.
x
2. aGO Chart Symbol:	 S^	 S
^	
I SZ3. Signal Data:	 S, 9, K
4. Kind Data:	 K,	 9, n, Xl, Y1,	 ..., Xn, Yn
n is the number of Xi, Yi pairs on the card
Xi and Yi are time values. 	 The set of_Xi,Yi`
pairs define Yi as a function of




Note:	 f (x)=never if X is not explicitly w	 1
^i






















1. General: This type determines the latest time
of several signals.
SI
f	 2. GO Chart Symbol:
•	 /O
Sn
3.	 Signal Data	 S, 10,'n, S1, ..., Sn (2<n<8)
4	 Kind Data: none
5
5.1 Operation: TS=max {TS1,	 TSn}
6. Comment: This type is frequently thought of as an
AND gate in the sense that S will occur only when




Sensitivity in the GO methodology is defined as the
partial derivative of total system reliability (or avail-
ability) to component reliability (or availability).	 The
determination of these partials serves two purposes;
a.	 It serves to eliminate from consideration those
kinds of components which have only minimal impact
on system reliability or availability, and;
b.	 It provides a mechanism for ordering the relative
importance of those components which may have a
significant impact on system reliability or avail-
ability.
A very accurate sensitivity analysis can be made by
varying the reliability of each component a small amount
about perfect.	 If the remainder of the system is assumed to
be perfect, the computer running time for large and complicated
systems can be quite minimal.	 Once the sensitive areas of
the system are identified, those portions of the system can
be explored in greater depth, and the remainder of the
system assumed to be perfect, since the effects of changes
in the balance of the system have been found to contribute
negligibly to overall system reliability.
When the sensitivity analysis is completed, it will
have identified these system elements which, if improved,
will contribute most to the improvement of total system
reliability; and hence to overall mission or system performance.
275
8.6	 Functional Block Drawings and GO Diagrams
The following are the set of drawings which are re-
ferred to in Section 4.0. These drawings are indexed as
follows:
Al-A3 STORMSAT FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DRAWINGS
A4-A5 STORMSAT GO'LOGIC DIAGRAMS
B1-B- LANDSAT FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DRAWINGS
B4-B5 LANDSAT GO LOGIC DIAGRAMS
f
C1-C4 TIROS FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DRAWINGS
CS-C7 TIROS GO LOGIC DIAGRAMS
D1-D2 HEATE- 1 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DRAWINGS
b
D3-D4 HEATE-1 GO LOGIC DIAGRAMS
E1-E2 HEATE- 2 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DRAWINGS
E3-E4 HEATE- 2 GO LOGIC DIAGRAMS
r
F1-F2 GRE FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DRAWINGS
F3-F4 GRE GO LOGIC DIAGRAMS
F
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